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Murra$

From Staff, AP Reports
A storm moving through
Callowar County Sunday night
caused damage at several
residences in both the north and
south portions of the county.
High winds ripped a carport
from the trailer of Martha Lamb,
Rt. 2, Murray, Richard Wright,
Kentucky State Police information officer reported.
Wright said winds carried the
carport about 300 feet from the
-residence. No injuries • were
reported in that incident in the
Penny community.
One cow was killed and a calf
was hurt when a cattle barn was
partially destroyed by the storm
about 8 p.m. Sunday in the
Crossland community near Hazel.
The barn and livestock were
owned by Keith Paschall, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn. A recentlyconstructed milk barn of
Paschall's was also destroyed
along with damage to a tobacco
barn.
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Damage was also reported at The National Weather service had
the Hildred Paschall residence, issued a tornado watch for
Rt. L.-Hazel, also in Crossland Calloway and several surrounding
cominsinity. The top was blown off counties. The watch expired at 2
a tool shed, tin ripped from a barn a.m. today, Rainfall of up to two
roof, a shutter blown off his house, inches was measured in parts of
damage was reported to a Calloway County as a result of the
chimney and glass blown out of a storm.
Elsewhere, the National front door.
Weather Service at Louisville toThe Hildred Paschall's were at day issued a flood warning for the
home at the time of the storm, but Upper Cumberland River from
the Keith Paschall family was not Pineville to the headwaters of
at home. Hildred Paschal said Lake Cumberland.
tools in the shed at both Paschall
This included Pineville, Barfarms were not damaged by the
bourville and Williamsburg.
storm.
Rainfall of 1.25 To 1.5 inches
Other damage reported by
Sunday night brought the 36-hour
Crossland area residents included
total to 3to 3.5 inches.
a garage at the Joe Henderson
The Cumberland at Four Mile in
home, Rt. I, Hazel; Crawford
Bell County was at 992.8 feet
Key, Rt. 1, Hazel, trailer
before daylight or 2.8 feet over
destroyed; Melvin , Smith, Rt. 2, • flood stage. A crest of 995 feet was
Puryear, Tenn., carport blown
expgcted at 5 p.m.today.
down on car.
At Barbourville, the river was
No traffic accidents were
29.92 feet compared to flood stage
reported during or following the
of 27 feet. A crest of 32 feet was
storm, Wright added.
predicted for 7 a.m. Tuesday.

The flood warning came several
hours after a flash flood watch in
Southeast Kentucky was canceled.
Meanwhile colder air began
moving into Kentucky today on
west to southwest winds that
guested tO 40 miles an hour in
places. ,
Light showers continued during
the early morning in Western and
Northcentral Kentucky.
Temperatues at daybreak ranged from the upper 30s in the west
to around 60 in the extreme east
but were,predicted to be only in
the 30s west to mid 40s east by
noon.
The Sunday night weather was
marked by rain and unseasonably
warm temperatures.
BtitiOnight's low was predicted
ia the mid 20s with the forecast for
Tuesday calling for mostly sunny
weather and highs in the low to
mid 40s. The weatherman said .
'there is another chance of rain on
Wednesday.

northern Georgia and--a--flash
schoolchildren were told to stay-= operations in the eastzeentral
home today as many roads were —Mississppi town.
Twisters also struck along the • In Virginia's fog-shrouded Blue
snowpacked and treacherous.
FIRST 1982 BABY - Jamie Don McClure,6-pound, 1.14-ounce son
Boise struggled out from under a Mississippi River in Lee and Ridge Mountains, two dozen peoof Mr. and Mrs. Gary McClure, was the first baby born in Calloway
foot of snow - its heaviest in 33 Phillips counties in eastern ple were itijuredin a 37-car pile-up
County in 1982. Jamie, who was born at 9:13 a.m. Jan. 1., made his
Arkansas. No injuries were on Afton Mountain. _
years.
parents winners of the First Baby Contest.
Storms since New Year's Eve
A line of storms stretching from reported, but the high winds caus,the Missouri's Bootheel to Kansas ed more than ;120,000 in property caused at least 30 deaths, Including seven people killed in four
City dumped a foot of snow in the damages.
At least eight tornadoes touched ,-.11epatate plane crashes. in..CI*
northeastern town of Kirksville.
A , tornado flattened 20 homes, down in central and southern orado, New York, North Carolina
killed one person and injured 17 Alabama, but no injuries were and Florida.
Traffic deaths attributed to the
others in Newton, Miss., on Sun- reported. A tornado watch also
was issued through today for 25 weather were reported in Indiana,
day. Trees blocked roads and
volunteers searched house-to- northern and west-central Maine, Iowa, Wisconsin, PennJamie Don McClure, 6-pound, craft Photography, one case of
house for more victims, but con- Georgia counties, including part sylvania, -Minnesota, Kansas,
1.14-ounce son of.Gary and Sandra • baby formula from elinic-Phar,----' Webriaka, Oklahoma, Virginia
tinued rain hampered clenimP of metropolitan Atlanta.
McClure, 1628 W. Main., St., *as macy, one case of baby food from _
Trees_ were uprooted, power antilWashington.•
the first baby--barn in Calloway - -BOkT Warehouse Fotalcirsavings-- -A. twin-engine- plane crashed
_lines downed and two mobile
County for OWL-account at People's WWII baby
'''--homes overturned as hail and while tryingtOland in a rainstorm
Jamie was born M-9:13 a.m. pilasterfrom-Flower Basket,
-winds gusting to 60 mph struck Sunday at Hanover County
Memphis and continued north to Municipal Airport in Richmond, Jan. 1 in Murray-Calloway Conner - Gift certlfiente arThe Step LadDyer and Lauderdale counties in Va., tilling eight people, police Hospital. Dr. Thomas L. Green at- der, steak dinner for two at
Golden Corral Family Steak
western Tennessee. The entire said. Authorities were unsure tended the delivery.
McClure
is
a
mechanic
at
Roho
House, a 12-piece chicken box
responsiflash
flood
storm
was
under
a
whether
the
was
,state also
Service Center. Mrs. McClure is a from Druther's Restaurant, a
bleInforNtohret
watch.
housewife.
Johnson's® baby gift set from
che
rash.California,
rn
snow
Trailer park residents in the
Begley's, a savings account at
northwest Gmg,iti town of E_,Y and acy roadsforced state raniers . The McClures and the new a r-rival
are
the
winners
of
Bank of Murray, a gift certificate
several
fled their homes Sunday night as to Turn back travelers to Mount
the rain-swollen Coosawattee Diablo, the highest peak between prises in the First Baby Contest, at Holland Drugs,
Gerber , Strained Baby Food
River threatened to overflow. the Pacific Ocean and the Sierra sponsored by the Murray Ledger
& Times and local merchants.
from Kroger, a free meal at
Flooding was reported over much Nevada.
Gifts and participating merWestern Sizzlin Steak House, a $15
chants include two filet dinners at
gift certificate at Storey's Food
DeVanti's, a baby book from Scott
Giant, two 8-ounce sirloin dinners
Drugs, three boxes of Pampers.'
at Sirloin Stockade and a pair of
from Owen's Food Market, dinner
Minnetonka Moccasins - at Shoe
for two at Seven Seas, a pair of
Bizz, Jr.
StrideRite0 shoes from Foot"We thank the local merchants.
_
p
nt
n
s
,
gifts will help out,!!_ McClure
in
The
stocks
receivable,
notes
elude
Calloway Conitit_property
8x10 color photo from Artsaid.
corporacorporations,
out-of-town
assessment books wtre opened totion bonds, money on _deposit in
day for listing 19112inuity and
state taxes according=t•Charles out-obstale_bank.anr_saitingiAnd
Hale, property valuation ad- loan institutions. "These are intangible items,and-subject to state
ministrator.
tax only," he said.
Assessment books will remain
who Will
homeowners
Hale
said
open through February, Hale
become 65 years of age during
said.
ByThe Associated Press
The counting period lastelirom 6
1982.should apply for homestead
-During this time, it will be
The
holiday's
traffic death toll p.m. local time Thursday to midexemption to be eligible for the exnecessary to list improvements
above
300
climbed
year.
Aptoday as the night Sunday.
1982
tax
for
the
emption
made to property that would afYear's
New
weekend
The National Safety Council
ended and
made
during
be
plication
must
fect value," Hale said. "New
that between 300 and
many
estimated
homebound
travelers
faced
February.
January
or
houses, buildings, mobile homes
deaths might be recordtraffic
'slick
roads
and
snowy
weather.
400
moved
"Homeowners
who-have
and mobile home lots should be
Motorists faced storms that ed for the three-day weekend. The
from one residence to another
reported as well as remodeling or
must reapply for homestead ex- lashed the nation from the Pacific council sa44 that on a non-holiday
'sf year.,
eniptIOn;" Hale-V2ttl:-ratittre-to- --Noi tliwebt-- to the- Southeast-to-- vreekend
the PVA added.
deaths could be ex360
Maine
on
Sunday.
about
the
Heavy
loss
of
snow
result
in
the
will
do
so
Mobile homes that have been
benefits until a new application is and slush were reported on roads pected.
purchased, traded or relocated
BAITSHOP BURNS-Firefighters from the Murray Fire Departmade the following year. The ap- in Washington state, across the
should also be reported, Hale said.
ment and the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad assisted the Harplicaton
is only good for the Rocky Mountain states and into
Business Ad manufacturers
din Fire Department in battling a blaze at Muskie's Bait Shop, Harresidence
for -nbltb the applica- the Midwest. Freezing rain fell
are required to report their invendin,late Sunday night. The facility was destroyed.
along the Atlantic Coast, while
originally
made."
.tion
was
tories, accounts receivable and
Windy and much colder toThe property valuation ad- rain and tornadoes were reported
equipment on hand as of Jan. 1,
day with a chance for light rain
ministrator's office is located on in the South.
Hale pointed out.
changing to light snow around
As the holiday period ended, 312
the first floor of the courthouse
Other taxable items which must
midday. Temperatures falling
deaths were reported nationwide.
and the phone number is 753-3482.
be reported, Hale explained, in.
into the low 30s by late afternoon. Decreasing cloudiness
and cold tonight. Lows in the
mid 20s. Partly cloudy Tuesday
The Hardin Fire Department
Fire destroyed Muskie's Bait
with highs in the low to mid 40s.
was assisted by two units and five
Shop, Hardin,late Sunday night.
who had dealt in the purchase and inliehines.
Wednesday through Friday:
By JO BURKEEN
men from the Calloway County
sale of dogs.
With the previous counting of
A chance of rain Wednesday
Local
Scene
Editor
According to Marshall County
Fire-Rescue Squad and two men
This stairway had also been usballots by hand, it was many
and partly cloudy Thursday
Deputy Andy Sedlock, the fire
A structure familiar to ,..-many edit
and one truck from the Murray
by kny people, yo
before the outcome of an
and Friday. Highs will be mostor
hours
old,
may have started near a restroom
-*Weft t0-40,wntown
Fire Depaiftient.
as
y waited,for am 'es or election was -- own. City and
ly in the 40s. Lows will be mostin the rear of the facility. Cause
the stairway on the east side ofthe rides while shopping.
Extra units were contacted
people would gather on the
county
ly in the upper 20s to low 30s.
has not yet been determined, the
Ryan Buidling - has been removbecause authorities felt high
Jones Drug Store was in ground
square waiting for election
court
deputy added.
ed.
winds might cause the firsl to
floor of the building until the death
officials to write the results of the
Kentucky State Police Arson InAlthough they had not been used of its owner, Robert(Duck)Jones. election count.
spread, Sedlock said. No other
One Section-12 Pages
vestigator Don Senf was schedulin recent years the steps at4th and It was later Occupied by SCottdamage were reported. ,
As the election was usually conAces
4
ed to examine the rubble of the
Main had a place in the history of Walgreaglarngs and AlliSon's.
In another incident Saturday,
ducted on a Saturday, the coml10,11
Classifieds
building with Marshall County
the city.
fire around a natural gas meter at
--Thebuilding is being remodeled .'ting of ballots was stopped at midComics
authorities sometime this afterthe Johnny Bohannon residence,
Many older pectiple will for an addition to one of Murray's
night. It was then Monday mornCrosaords
noon, Sedlock said. He added Senf
1703 Johnson St., was-eonfined to
remember using the stairway for oldest clothing firms, Corn- ing before the countin&..was
Dear Abby
was notified according to prothe area of origin, according to
going to locaLdentists, including Austin.
aces
resumed and many of The r.
Dr. Lamb
cedure.
Phil Owens, Murray fire macshal.
the late Dr. Hugh M.. McElrath,
Many of the older resitients will
were decided. Horoscope,
No injuries were reported.
Thirteen men with two trucks
whose offices were in the second remember this building as the
People stopped throughout the Local Scene
place the local election results
The shop formerly was the Har- responded to the call, Owens said. story of the building. weekend to 'check the results of
_ Perspective
It also was the location of the of- were recorded tin the,
No injuries and no damage to the
'
din Sporting Goods Store, Sedlock
front win- the election by the count listed on
Sports'
housenterereported
fice
add.
the windows of this building.
— of the late J. N.(Buddy) Ryan dows before the ivent of voting
By MASHA HAMILTON
Associated Press Writer
A winter storm blanketed the
nation's midsection with up to a
foot of snow, tornadoes touched
down in the South and fog shrouded the mid-Atlantic Coast - a potpourri of weekend weather that
caused at least 30 deaths.
In eastern Maine, 20,000 people
spent the 'weekend in 10-degree
weather without electricity after a
raging snowstorm. Power was
restored to all but the most
isolated homes late Sunday and
early today, utility officials said.
Thousands of Idaho
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Assessment books
open through February

climbs over 300 mark

getting colder
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Police seek slayer
of Hopkinsville pair

Reagan faces full work enu
- -

•

—7"

Richard V. Allen, who has shown high on the list.
Tuesday.
no public sign of willingly giving
The West-Tolman chancellor
They have said the national
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — that had been reported by a
up his job as national security ad- security adviser, whoever fills the
has expressed disagreement with
No leads are reported in the in- passerby who had reported smellviser despite signals from White post, will be given increased
Reagan's assessment that the
vestigation by state police and ing smote. The fire was exHouse aides that he is op the way authority and daily access to the
Kremlin bears responsibility for
Hopkinsville criminal in- tinguished about'.three hours
president, something Allen has
out.
the imposition of martial law in
vestigators of a double slaying.
later.
"He's got a lot to do when he not had.
Poland.
The bound bodies of Leonard
Roy Crider, an investigator for
gets back," deputy White House
The aides also have said Deputy
But that Saturday afternoon
Thomas Burke, 37, and Ruth Anne the state fire marshal's office,
press secretary Larry Speakes Secretary of State William P.
meeting came amid a flurry of
Ricchuite, 29, were found face said the fire had been set.
said Sunday as the president flew Clark is the unanimous choice of
news le4ks about Allen from welldown in front of a fireplace in
Butke had operated the private
home from his sixth vacation in Reagan's inner circle to replace
placed administration sources , Burke's home Saturday when Cabaret Club in Hopkinsville
California since taking office a tit- Allen if he steps aside voluntarily
who asked anonymity. Each-new - --firefighters were- called by while Miss Ricchuite was an assisupon completion of an internal leak added validity to reports that
tie over 11 months ago.
neighbors. A blaze was raging in tant manager at a Hopkinsville
Allen would be ousted.
The top priority items, Speakes White House investigation of
the master bedroom of the house, store.
Speakes said Reagan will meek' which was in the affluent Great
said, are to "finish up the budget"- possible ethics violations or is
Police records show that Burke
that will be delivered to Congress removed by Reagan.
with aides this week on a plan
Oaks subdivision.
was charged six months ago with
While in California, Reagan met under study to send back ta„thiL
soon and to keep abreast of
Their hands were tied behind loitering for the purpose of gamblwith Clark, Secretary of State- states a share of federatrier---their backs "with a piece of elec- ing. The case was still pending
developments in Poland.
•
But White House officals have Alexander M. Haig Jr., Defenseeenues as a step in the presitrical type wire," said -Christian when he died.
made clear that overhauling Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger dent's efforts to reduce the scope
County Coroner Alan Beard'.
There was so much damage to
and deputy White House chief or of the federal-government and inWhite House foreign policy opera
He said Miss Ricchuite died of the master bedroom, fire officials
tions — with whatever that staff Michael K. Deaver to review crease. the role of state and local
multiple skull fractures and said it would do no good to conportends for Allen — also will be preparations for Schmidt's vist authorities,
cerebral hemorrhage. An autopsy tinue to seek clues there.
showed that Burke's skull was
A blunt instrument was found at
fractured but that he died of the scene, but Maj. Rusty A. Colsmoke inhalation. Burke's small on, Hopkinsville's chief of tletecdog was found dead near the tives, wouldn't describe it. Beard
bodies, a victim of the smoke.
said he saw a "small diameter
/
By The Associated Press
Party chief and head of the money because Western banks the independent
trade union
The victims were discovered piece of metal pipe" at the scene,
Poland's military ruler was
military council, invited the am, had refused.
federation that was the chief
about 3 a.m. when firefighters ar- but he did not identify it as the
meeting with West European enbassadors from the 10 Common
Poland's cash reserves are ex- target of the military crackdown,
rived at the home to fight a blaze murder weapon in his report.
voys in Warsaw today in an apMarket countries to talk about the hausted because its economy has were sentenceaTo heavy fines and
parent effort to head off participaCommunist nation's problems, the been crippled by years of Com- prison terms Sunday for "mastertion in American economic sancWest German Foreign Office said. munist mismanagement and plan- minding a strike at the Katowice
tions. The military regime also
He was expected to ask that their ning as well as recent labor steel mill."
was reported to have lined up $350
governments not join in U.S. unrest. Polish officials have been
PAP said their sentences rangmillion to avoid defaulting on its
privately telling Western ed from 3"2 to 642 years plus
economic sanctions.
debt to Western governments and
Foreign ministers of the Corn- diplomats and journalists that deprivation of civil rights afterWASHINGTON (AP) — For 12.5 tax for 1982 for workers and their
banks.
mon Market countries were cuts in Western aid will force the ward for up to five years. The
employers will be $2,170.80.
Gen. Wojciech jaruzelski,
meeting in Brussels today to country to rely more heavily on strike lasted 10 days after martial million American workers, their
In 1981, a worker earning $10,000
paycheck
of
the
new
year
will
first
Poland's premier, Communist
discuss Poland. Their govern,;- the Soviets. The Kremlin has law was declared Dec. 13, PAP
paid $665 to Social Security. This
end their vacation from paying
•
ments have condemned Poland's already supplied thousands of tons said.
year, if the worker's salary stayed
Social Security tax.
Communist regime for declaring of food, medicine and fuel to supthe same,the tax will be $5 higher.
martial law three weeks ago, cur- port the military regime.
Likewise, the tax on $20,000 will
The government says many
bing civil liberties and jailing
A Warsaw radio commentary
workers paid the maximum tax Of rise by $10 this year, to $1,340.
-,- thousands of unionists a nd- said Sunday that Reagan's
John Trollinger, a spokesman
$1,975.05 on income of $29,700 in
dissiden.ts. But none have showed economic sanctions were "typical
for the Social __Security Ad1981.
Any
earnings
above
that
any inclination to follow President:- bflinheriff from a Western,"ittid71----tn--'
ministration, sal& 11 percent of
limit were not docked for the
Reagan's lead in suspending aid criticized him for asserting that
Federal Insurance Contributions the 116 million werketit Who paid
Three Paris,,Tenn. latilneasee and trade agreements with the Soviet Union was responsible
Act, better known as Social into Social Security last year
were destroyed bilTitearb,Suit- Poland and the Soviet Union.
for
's martial law.
vir
reached the maximum.
Security.
day mornin4.
scow, a Soviet television
• Uncensored reports,- 1rom_ibi
The agency's actuaries expect
The payroll tax went up a hair
By The Associated Press
'Gutted in the blaze were—Torn Poland reaching the West said Commentator predicted Western
12 million to 13 million
perFriday
from
6.65
to
6.7
last
that
Traffic accidents during the
Lonardo Piano Co., Carter Sales Western sources in Warsaw Europe would-- reject-- Reagan's
and Service and Little Used Shop. reported Deputy Premier Miec- call for joint sahetions,L The Corn- New Year's holiday driving period cent and the income ceiling rose to Workers, or 11 percent, will pay
The businesses were located zyslaw Rakowski assured West munist Party newspaper Pravda claimed five lives in Kentucky, $32,400. That means the maximum -the Maxhitturi tax this year.
across from the Paris Post Office German officials last - week his accused the United States of one shy of the number killed duron Market Street (U. S. 6411 in the government has the $350 million
violating the 1975 Helsinki accords ing the corresponding time a year
block just south of the court needed to pay the rest of last by helping Solidarity plan a coup ago, according to state police.
John Beagle,43, of Warsaw, was
square.
'year's interest on Polarul's $27 in Poland.
Meanwhile, the official Polish killed early Sunday when the auto
Two. Paris firemen were billion debt to the West. The
reported hospitalized with injuries sources said they assumed. he news agency PAP reported that In which he was riding plunged off
and Israel this week to discuss the
receited urhilefighting the blaze.
Soviet bloc had provided the nine steelworkers from Solidarity, U.S 42 into the Olio River.
NEW YORK (AP) — Secretary
State pollee said Beagle's body of State Alexander Haig's aides
wide-ranging problems in the Midwas recovered by rescue workers. say he spent the last five days
dle East along with the possibility
Thipdriver, identified as Celia seriously considering whether to
of sending a special envoy to the
Hearn, was hospital4ed and name a special envoy to the
Palestinian seltriale talks, The
reported in stable condition. State drawn-out Egyptian-Israell-—Times said. --police said she apparently lost negotiations on Palestinian
There has been little progress
control of the vehicle about four autonomy, The New York Times
since the autonomy talks resumed
miles from Warsaw.
last fall after a delay of several
reported today.
An eastern Kentucky man died
month caused by elections in the
While in California, aides said
Saturday after his car ran off the Haig studied the Middle East
United States and Israel.
road in Magoffin County.
The Reagan administration has
situation and the possibility of sen•
Tommy Campbell, 23, of Ste* ding a high-level negotiator:to _ strongly supported continued
3:50 a.m. when hia demonstrate the Reagan ad._ eegotiation on Palestinian selfwas killed
car ran offitentucky 163b one-hat minstration's commitment to-an- rule.
.
mile norttief Sublett.
Haig is planning trips to Cairo
agreement,The Times said.
Carl F. Russell Jr.,6, ofCawood
and Jersulaem later this month. .
But the newspaper quoted one
died Friday...The boyi- son of Mr. unidentified state department ofThe Times said department ,ofRussell Sr„was ficial as saying that Haig is not
and Mrs.
ficials indicated if an envoy is sent
flaying - with:.his brother along convinced the time is right to take
to the talks, the top candidate for
-U.S. 421 about'a mile north of action.
the position is Brent L. Scowcroft,
Cawood when he "ran from the
who served as President Ford's
Haig will meet with the
shoulder of the road into the side American ambassadors to Egypt
national security adviser.
of a pickup truck," state police
said.
Robert Dillon, 63, of Sardis, was
killed at 6:10 p.m. Thursday when
&
his car left Kentucky 165 about
four miles south of Mount Olivet in
struck
Ribeftsin Count
•
utility pole..
tions common carrier — such as
WASHINGTON (AP) -_-_- The
,Willie L. Bunch,;9,4 Reckhold, Postal Service, ignoring opposilong-distance telephone — to one
7-1Kr --eT'ut 6:3O -VIE- Thursday tion from the Justice Department,
of 25 specially equipped post ofafter his vehicle ran off Kentucky is going ahead with a new elecfices around the country.
92 about 10 miles east of tronic mail service in which
There, the message will be
Williamsburg.
printed on paper, put Ma distincbusinesses can have computerized
One Kentuckian died Friday bills and messages delivered with
tive blue-and-white E-COM
after he was struck by a car in the regular mail.
-ottvelope and delivered with
• Yr
Oklahoma.
regular mail.
The Electronic Computer
Traffic accidents in Kentucky Originated Mail service will allow
The service is for those who
had claimed 9 lives through Jan. 3,
send
200 or more computerer
methodst
to
mailers
nnmdy r: rosm
1981. Of the five killed during the d
originated messages at one time.
in
traditional
co ha
large-volumeay
,-New Year's holiday period, two whietra letter is sorted by various
The Postal Service promises
ow.
were added to the 1981 total.
postal clerks between the sender delivery within two business days.
4,
William D. Bates, 24, of Fort and the receiver.
The Justice Department asked
for a restraining order to block the
e Campbell was struck on a Tulsa
service
starting
tatUnder
the
$A
ftime
m• -S2 —711
, viih
ramai
.siked
ltip
street. The Oklahoma State Patrol
•Terminate
%aelie nellatertfw •
bypasswill _service New year'_ s Eve, but a
said he stepped into the path of the send a message via a communica- federal coda. refused:
car.
•-

-

•

By JAMESGERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — President Reagan, back home in the
White House after a week-long
vacation in 'California,. has a full
work menu for the week ahead.
Not all of it is tasty.
There is lunch with West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt,
with whom Reagan has differed
over the Soviet role in the Polish
crisis.
There are some final decisions
to be made on the 1983 fiscal
budget.
There is a National Security
Council meeting on Poland.
There is a likely meeting to
discuss a proposal to return certain federal tax revenues to the
states.
And there is a meeting with

Jaruzelski meets European ambassadors

Payroll deductions
resume for workers

Fire destroys
.

_

Five kilted'
accidents
In
tucky

- - throo-businoas---

MIS. lit Paris

•

Haig considers naming
special Mideast envoy

Post Office movesaireacV
with ek

Western Sizzlin Steak House®

•
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Give The Fam
Night Out

-

Man.—!
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-Wed- Sirloin Tip Dinner
Thur. --8 oz. Chopped Sirloin
7•

With Baked Potato- t
or French Fres and
Texas Toast

'2.99,,kmun,*3.99

With Baked Potato
or French Fres and
Texas Toast
With Liked Potato
or French Fries and
Texas Toast

•

Fri. ----10 oz. top Sirloin

'5.09

with salad Oar

6•09

With Baked Potato

Sat.

oz. Sirloin For Two
Hamburger

Sun.

—

or

French Fries

and

Texas Toast

'9.99.
Unto t,

With Fries

M

$1.69

Woh flaked Potato

Ribeye

Or French I rieS and

texas Toast

5.09

EAT IN OR ORDER TO GO

TAKING RESERVATIONS FOR 1982

Parking Exit In
Rear After 5 P.M.

Banquet Rooms
Available

.(All Day Sat. and Sun.)

(Seat 25-100)
• 4. mascooDTHRuiAN

USSR parents win custody battle
CHICAGO (AP) — The parents
of a Soviet boy who refused to
leave the United States with them
have won a custody suit here, but
the youth's fate is far from being
decided because of appeals and
another, possibly more important,
lawsuit.
Walter Polovchak became a
permanent U.S. resident after a
juvenile court granted custody to
the state of Illinois. But the Illinois
Court of Appeals ruled Wednesday
the state had no custody rights.
The parents' lawyers interpreted the ruling as saying that
Polovchak, 19, must be reunited
with his parents, who will decide
where he lives. Lawyers for the
boy say the appeals court merely
struck down custody rights for the
state Without extending the rights
to anyone else.
Henry Holzer, one of Walter

Polovchak's lawyers, said the
decision was therefore meaningless and it would be appealed to
the Illinois Supreme Court.
The American Civil Liberties
Union, which represents Michael
and Anna Polovchak, hailed the
appeals decision and said the
parents will come back to the
United States to get their son and
will then leave the country again.
Walter Polovchak now lives in
Chicago with foster parents. He
was vacationing in Jamaica when
thevirraulltienrg w asissued.
Polovchak sparked an
international controversy in July
AO when, at the age of 12, he ran
away from his parents as they
prepared to return to the Soviet
Union after a six-month stay in the
U.S.
A younger child went back to the
Ukraine with the parents. An

older sister also stayed behind.
Her refusal to return to the Soviet
Union was not an issue, however,
because she is an adult.
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Capitol conservation

, settar ready
Perez de Ct—
to assume new duties
The 0 nited • Nations has chosen the first
secretary-general in its history to come from Latin
America. Javier Perez de Cuellar, a former Peruvian diplomat, won the top U .N. post from a wide
field of Third World candidates. After a I;ong and
agonizing deadlock, two term Secretary-General
Kurt Woldri3,,of Austria and Third World candidate Salim fiki §alim of Tanzania withdrew from
.
the race.
Perez de Cuellik has served as under-secretary
general of the V .N. for two years. He considers his
greatest diplomatic achievement to have been the
initiation of talks between Greeks and Turks on
Cyprus following bitter hostilities. His attempt to
negotiate a Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan
was not successful, but during the difficult talks he
did not alienate Soviet officials. The Soviets were
believed to have abstained in the secret U .N.
balloting. The U .S. voted for Perez de Cuellar.
The United Nations has increasingly a forum for
the Third World, a platform for the developing nations who dominate the General Assembly to air
their grievances.
Perez de Cuellar is a cultured man, steeped in
literature, who privately supports the principles of
the democratic West, but knows how to talk to the
Eastern bloc. The secretary-general must be independent and cautious - a mediator. His power
comes from the respect he earns among antagonistic world leaders his effectiveness stems
from representing a broad and vulnerable constituency- mankind.
The U .N. secretary-general is; in a sense, the
president of a world government in exile on a
. troubled planet. It is a tall job for any mortal, but
-all the more important because of the frailty of
-world order in the atomic age. He will inherit a-d Nations deeply divided between East an--(Jnite
the North-South axis.
T- Weat,'and quartered along
- Members of the Security Council are suspicious of
the clamorous General Assembly. The array of 'r
— smalls nations fells threatened by the nuclear arms
race of the superpowers.
Can one secretary-general'Make a difference?
We'll light a candle for Perez de Cuellar. If all na- _
-tions join us, perhaps the world will come a little----closer to the cooperation upon which the United Nations was founded.

------- By Sy Ramsey

Few surprises expected in 1982-budget
prove the budget, though with unpredictable changes.
Then, from ,luly 1, 1982, until June
30, 1984, the commonwealth will live
with it.
But the new budget is not
necessarily untouchable for the
following two years. Just as the version approved in the 1980 session has
been slashed by about $1 billion, so
the new one can be revised as the
economy dictates.
If the proposed budget is approved
in most details, there will be no new
or increased taxes. If the assembly'
decides to finance programs more
generously, it will have to impose additional levies.
Since the budget base is well below
1980 because of the previous cutbacks, there naturally will be less to
spend. However, this does not mean
that basic increases won't continue.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — There
probably will be few surprises when
the state administration hands the
1982 Legislature its proposed new
budget for the next two fiscal years.
One mild departure is that the
document rarely comes down that
early in the session. This time, it
could be on legislators' desks Thursday, two days after they convene this
week.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. tentatively
plans a combined state of the commonwealth and budget address the
same day. Usually, the speeches are
given at different times.
Then, it's up to the General
Assembly. If the past is any guide,
there will be a series of legislative
budget hearings, with department
representatives invited to testify.
Eventually, after wrangling and
compromises, the assembly will an-

For example, state employees,
teachers and professors will obtain
modest yearly pay increases as part
of the governmental and education
—
machinery.
Where will that money come from?
Well, the administration has projected a growth in the General Fund
- which finances most state operations and services - of about $250
million for next fiscal year because
of natural growth of the economy,
even in these times.
Lest this appear as a bonanza, the
administration is quick to point out
that the extra revenue will quickly
dissipate, in part because of inflation.
There also is a complication arising from Qrevious budget cuts. The
administr ion reluctantly took $83
million f om one-time spending
money a,l used it to plug the poten-

Togetherness needed

Heartline is a service for senior
'cltizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column. _
HEARTLINE: My wife receives
$246 per month from her,own

•

411,

NEW YORK ( AP - Although they
are entering the job world this year
at the highest salaries ever, many
young business school graduates
have been woefully misled into
believing they can plan their careers.
That opinion comes from an
authority on executive success who
condemns the now popular notion
-that anytne, almost regardless of
-talent, can precisely plan a career.
-41 "Ws a sham," says Eugene E. JennJennings, professor- of management at the graduate school of
business, Michigan State University,
declares that "he who tries to plan
his career makes a career of planning" instead Of a career of achieving.
"At least half the opportunities and
half the obstacles encountered cannot be anticipated," he said. There is
no way, he insists, that a 25-year-old
can successfully implement-a plan to
-run a corporation by age 45, and for
evidence he suggests that new

.
-
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64-94.3%, Age 65 and over-I00%.
However, we do want to point out that if the benefit your wife receives
now on her own benefits is higher
than the benefit to which she would
de entitled as a widow drawing from
your records, then she would continue to receive her own benefit. In
your particular case, it would appear
that she would receive a higher
benefit by drawing as a widow from
your account. In addition to this
benefit, she would also be entitled to
tlie Lump Sum Death Benefit
receive
. 15,-.1ahn Cumff
;255 (this is a one Wife paymentto
help defray funeral expenses). Also,
we must point out, as so many people
are confused on this point, she would
not receive the widow's benefits is
exs
to her own benefits, but in-.
observe
who
addition
s,
Jenning
said
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who
graduates check those
cona
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own benefit.
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others had.
And yet, he continues, We have
s received
veteran
disabled
million
instudents
g
•'These professors and
people working this career plannin
an 11.2% cost of living increase in
tellecutalized the American dream
technique as if it's the basis of suctheir VA compensation effective
said
he
mode,"
as a kind of planning
cess." They're -tinker-ninkers,"
November, 1981. The increase was
Jennings, who is widely considered to
said. "They have faith in a technique
part of a law signed by-Tresident
to
be the foremost authority on routes
but no fire in their bellies."
wbkbmadè WWII- other
Reagan
executive success. "It was as if to
, says Jennings,
planning
in veterans'benefits.
ments
Career
improve
say 'I'm not just another person and sacrifice.
pain
for
call
doesn't
I'll determine my options.' "It was,
When a career plan hits an obstacle,
he said,"a rebelliousness against the
Ir.
therefore, the plan gets changed. i_OIRAFF1
1..:
status quo."
s, are career
ID 1962 McNagebt
Jenning
asks
When,
Somehow, he said, people failed to
planners going to get down to work?
realize that anyone at the top got
"We've intellectualized the
there because of a gut-level emoof a
tional drive to make something of., -.American dream in the form
planncareer
called
science
pseudont,
importa
become
themselves, "to
ing," he continued. But, he said,
productive or powerful."
s is like inches in football."
"succes
nt,
That drive is what's importa

tributions to Social Security. I
receive $456.50 per month based upon
my contributions. If my wife should
survive me, would she receive additional benefits as my survivor? If any
benefits are payable, what would be
the approximate amount, on a mon•
thly basis? A.S.
AllSWER: As your widow, your
wife would be entitled to receive a
percentage, and possibly the entire
amount, of your benefit, depending
upon her age'at the time she applied

for widow's benefits. You did not
mention her age in your letter, so we
will give you the approximate
percentages she would be entitled to
receive, based upon our assumption
that she is already over the age of 62,
since she is drawing benefits on her
own record.
The following shows the approximate amount of your benefit to
which your wife would be entitled as
a widow at the given age: Age
62-82.9%, Age 63-88.6%, Age

T
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Ten years ago
An open house was planned Jan. 9
at the new Murray High School
building, according to Eli Alexander,
principal.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis listed
several accomplishments of city administration over past four years
which were achieved through efforts
of the mayor and city council.
Twenty years ago
Retiring Calloway County Court
Clerk Randall Patterson_ said 2,997
statewide hunting licenses were sold
during 1961, and 2,951 five-day fishing
•
licenses were issued.
Susan Munday, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Munday, was a
freshman at Lindenwood College, St.
Charles, Mo.
Thirty years ago
Adelaide Houston died in a fire at
her home on the morning of Jan. 2.
Her husband, Dr. Hal, Houston,-Sr;,
also received severe burns in the fire
and was in critical condition. Their
three children, Hal, -Jr.;:.-Gail and
Greer,escaped injuries. Max Hurt had been appointed executive vice president of the national
Woodmen of the World.

Letter to editor

-Walter Appersoi
Publish&
R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor.

tial deficit at one point. This amount
must be returned to the original fund.
In its place, then, another $83
million ,must be allotted for continuous or recurring obligations. A third drain on the extra General
Fund money projected for next year
may be the restoration of more than
$60 million cut from elementary and
secondary education.
The cut aroused the anger of the
Kentucky Education Association and
there is a definite possibility the
Legislature will placate the teachers'
lobby by earmarking a portion of new
revenue to elementary and secondary schools.
That seems to leave little in the
way of additional,funding for other
programs, which is why the new
budget is not likely to contain surprises despite a slightly rosier
outlook than in the past biennium.

Looking back

-

Editor:
I, along with the-entire world have compassion
for the people of Poland and my heart goes out for
these people, as they have suffered much. I think_
about
we have reached a point in history where it's
time the United Nations, along with all the free nations of this world, band together and give the
world
Soviet Union an ultimatum to cease these
tactics.
conquering
•
Reagan at his press conference stated two years
Has
Poland.
is
it
today
and
stan
Afghani
ago it was
Reagan forgot that Russia has taken more land
and
than Hitler did. In 1956 they over- ran Hungary
Hungary begged for help. The United Nations with
all their allies just watched. In 1968 Russia invaded
Czechoslavakia. Again the United Nations stood by
and watched.
Reagan says that the Soviet Union is responsible
for using force on the workers instead of negotiathe
tions and compromise? Does this sound like
ConTraffic
Air
had
and
forced
used
who
Reagan
trollers imprisoned with shackles and handcuffs?
We need concerted acton by all our allies in this
situation, but the track record of this sort of action --remains to be seen, as in the Iran and Afghanistan.
To
talk.
of
lot
a
was
allies
crises, all we got from our
make economic sanctions work against the Soviets,
all allies must work together.
The truth of this lies in the fact that President
Carter put an embargo on wheat sold to Russia. Yet
our allies continued to trade with Russia and still
are. Reagan lifted the embargo and now he wants
economic sanctions.
We were warned years ago by the Russians that,.
they will bury us without firing a shot. The Soviet
threat is increasing by the year, and the allied
deterrent is not keeping up. I believe that allied ae- • •
tion would be mush stronger than words.
The League of Natons didn't work and the United •
Nations is not much better. We need an international police-force made up(411.11 the free,nations on
this earth to band together and work for an
everlasting peace. We must show Russia that the
Free World will no longer alow military in;
terference in any country.'
History has proven that countries will be overrun-by world conquerors as long as the rest of the woild—
•
stands by and allows it and I think Russia has gone
far enough. I think its about time the U nited Nations called together a World Conference of all nations on this earth and work for world peace and
show the Russians that their threat to world peace
will not be tolerated any longer.
Peace is much cheaper than war. Surely the next
war will destroy this entire world and I'm sure the
Soviet Union realizes that, especially if the allies
•
feel their muscles and stick together.,
Pall
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Mr. and Mrs. James
Stone, Rt. 1, celebrated
,their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday,
Dec. 12.
They were married on
that date in 1931 by E. V.
-Evans. Their attendants
were Wayman Greer and
Edith Smith.
Stone "Is a retired
employee of Murray
State University.
Their three children
are Gerald Stone, Linda
„lohnson lure-Donna_
Garland.
Mr. and Mrs. Stone
have seven grandchildren and three great'grandchildren.
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THE ACESK umAiii).44,st
homemakers

,

dateboo

in the retail area may Jourdan, junior dears
'Please remember that
*111Th
1-4-A
contact
Kathy liurton, Chaa-tie Lassits
An
Adult Distributive
law and sense are no: Um.
•q-Ts
Education -Displaced Paducah Community Col- secretary:. Cecil TayI
•101113
same '• Nehru
•A K 7 4
Homema Kers Class in lege, 1-442-6131, extension- treasur_g;
r"
Third hand high is a
4
' Billy Miller, tyli
retail
business will be 53thltancenensails groupd.
"taw" rrognized by most
WENT
EAST
•
John frragan, marsh
organized Thursday, Jan.
beginners. But even •K .1 6
•A 9 R 4 2
Lubie Parrish, chapla
beginners should remember •`i 2
21,
at
9
km.
at
Marshall
•K 4
that law and sense are not •Q J 9 2
County Area Vocational
• 10 5
Group B of Ladies Ten- Carl Dalton-, sen
the same.
K .1 9 :i
+654
Center, according to nis of Murray Country steward; Antho
It takes a trump lead to
Silt Tli
Beverly Nance, center Club will meet at 9 a.m7 Wallace, junior stewar
give the defense a chance to
•10 3
spokedinan,
Thursday,Jan.-7„-at thet
defeat today's --teetering
The class, to start Jan. home of Vickie Baker to
suburban club
•
•
8
6
game. Without a trump
25,
will
4
A (.4 III 7 2
involve
an
oriendrive
to
Kenlake
Tennis
Subu
lead, declarer can manage
r b a
tation for retail business, Center for play.
to take 10 tricks. Against a
Homemakers Club h
Vulnerable' Both Dealer job-skill training (typing,
The lineup is as its annual holiday potlu
diamond lead, dummy takes South. The bidding
-bookkeeping, cashier follows:
the ace and king and declardinner Dec. 19 at I
checking, bank ihd perJanie Ryan, Vicki home of Mr. and M
er leads a club to his ace South West North East
Pass
I*
Pass
1*
and ruffs a club. A trump •
sonnet Management) and Baker, Mug -Rigsby and Jack Wilson, Mill
I
Pass
Pass
311
finesse to the jack wins and 411
on-the-job training.
--Vicki Miller.
Pass
Pass
Pass
Avenue.
.
another club is ruffed in
Nance said limited - Marilyn Adkins,
Attending the ev4
dummy Another trump
Opening lead: Heart deuce slots are available for Frances Hulse, Sandy
were as foltows:,.....
Mr. and Mrs. James
-finesse wins East's last
.Stone
displaced homemakers.- Brannon and Norma
Mr. and Mrs. Robt
—trump is drawn and declar- and clubs won't work either.
er giVes up a club to win 10 East discards a club on the She said these are CETA Frank.
Hendon, Mr. and M
eligible persons who have
Annie Knight, Agnes Prentice Dunn, Mr. a
--tricks.
—
third diamond, overruffs
Against a trump lead, dummy on the third club lost their main source of Payne, Sheila Grogan Mrs. Holmes Duna, h
declarer will lose control lead and leads back a thifd income through divorce, and Janice Howe.
and Mrs. Clyde Mill
abandohment, a spouse
but only if East refuses to trump to beat the game:
Any person needing a and the hosts.
pLay third hand high at trick
<
who has become disabled substitute may call Gaye
Tuesday,Jan.5
Bid with Corn
Senior Citizens Centers one. Clearly East cannot
or widowhood and are Haverstock.
ladies tennis
will meet at 9 a.m.
will be open as follows: hope' to promote a trick for
now heads of households
Group
C of Ladies Ti
South
holds
1-4-B
West
so
it
serves
no purpose
a.m.;
temple hill
and finding employment
Murray Assembly No. Dexter at 9:30
nis League of Murr
to
play
East's
trump
king.
difficult.
+103
Temple Hill Lodge No. Country Club will meet
19 Order of Rainbow for Hazel and Douglas from
After East plays a low
•A Q J 7
The remaining slots 276 Free and Accepted
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis trump to trick one, declarer
9 a.m. Tuesday, Jan. 5,
•
6
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
will be filled by persons Masons had , work in Dakota Feed
wins with his seven and
at lodge hall.
and Grain
•A Q 1072
seeking training in retail Master Mason degree at
plays the ace of clubs and North South
----go
Kenlake
Tem
to
Wednesday,Jan.6
business area, Nance meeting Saturday,Jan. 2. Center
ruffs a club. The trump 1.
2+
Free blood pressure
for play.
Anonymous finesse wins and another 2,
Overeaters
said. Persons may conA potluck supper was
cheek will be from 12
The lineup is
club is ruffed with dummy's
tact her at 1-527-8648.
served at 6 p.m.
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray will meet at 12:30 p.m. in last trump.
follows:
However,
hearts.
ANSWER:
Two
No
classroom two of MurrayNance added all inOfficers for 1982 elected
Seventh-Day Adventist
Court one - Kathy Kc
Calloway County declarer now has no conven- need to rush to bid no quiries should be made at a Dec. 28 meetifig are:
Church.
perud; Renee Wynn, A
ient
entry
back
to
his
hind.
If
trump.
best,
that's
the
Hospital.
Rob Ed Parri§h., wor- nette Alexander a:
He cannot draw the last hand will probably play as by Jan.8 and there will be
--a $5 registration fee for shipful master; Stanley
trump and establish his fifth well from North's side
Kappa Department,
Deanna Parker.
Make Today Count will club without losing control
all persons in the pro- Scott, • senior warden;
Murray Woman's Club
Court two - Cal
at
p.m.
1:30
at
meet
and the contract is held to Send bridge questions to The Aces gram.
Ricky Harris, junior Waller, Laura Milli
will meet at 7 p.m. at,club
12563,
P
0
Box
Dallas. Texas 75225
Murray-Calloway County only nine tricks.
Displaced homemakers warden; Eddie Jones,
house.
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
Ann Uddberg and Lei
Cross-ruffing in diamonds for reply
Hos ital._
interested in employment senior deacon; Robert
Faughn.
First Baptist Church
WMU will meet at 9:30 a.
m. at church.

community events

..

Monday,Jan.4
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
---Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
,_
---Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet
as follows: Lottie Moon
with Katie Outland at 7
P.m. and Kathleen Jones
_ .witb, Lucille Thurman at
" 7:15 p.m.

,

-

Lodge No. 105
, Murray Lode
and meeta
ti
rree
a
Accepted
ns will
t 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Groups of First Baptist
_ -Church Women will meet Cold water UnitesV-alts follows: Dorothy with-'-Methodist Church 1Cathryn.Outland at 10:30
Women will meet at 7 a.m.; Bea Walker at 7:
p.m. at church.
--111211.
. at Baptist StudeetrUnion,
---Murray -Calloway
Murray TOPS (take off
Camera Club will meet at
7 p.m. in social hall of pounds sensibly) ' Club
First United Methodist will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.
,Church.
Tuesday, Jan.5
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet
at 10 a.m. in social hall of
church. Executive Board

Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at
western portion of
Livestock and Expositioh
Center.

Your Individual
HoroscOpe
Primes DraliC

FOR TUESDAY,JANUARY 5,nor
What kind of day will tomor- LIBRA
.
_At
row be? To find out what the (Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
stars say, read the forecast You're timing could be
given for your birth Sign.
regarding an investment
property matter. Overcor
ARIES
indecision and take advanta
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) er14 of a worthwhile proposal.
You'll meet with oppor- SCORPIO
tunities to generate more in- (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ntAl
come, but a close tie's am- Though a talk clears the 7
DIANE CURD,left, and Sharilyn Wisehart of Flower Basket,left picture, presented program on "Making bivalent attitude towards with a loved one, you may sl
Holiday Arrangements" at December meeting of Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club. Right pic- financial matters may vex have some doubts. Trust
you.
others will aid in overromi
ture are hostesses, from left, Mildred Hatcher, Clover Cotham, Verble Yates, Modena Wilcox and Mary TAURUS
undue suspicion.
Miller.
(Apr. 20 to May 20) d'W SAGITTARIUS
Travel and cultural pursuits Nov.29to Dec.21)
Ve tycimis•-•-,
, r19+
ilt16010711
:
are happily emphasized, but Don't let friends cause y
•
work pressures may get to to lose, fenthusiam about
you. Avoid altercations with work development. You ha
co-workers.
a legitimate chance to ii
GEMINI
prove your overall prospect:
(May 21 to June 20') •"
CAPRICORN
Though you'll accomplish (Dec. 22 toJan. 19) WV
thritis potentially can be. much in private now, you Romance beckons, but doi
ATLANTA TAP)
Although arthritis rarely
"..Fatal complications should steer clear of ques- spoil a good opportunity by t
tionable involvements. Over- ing too preoccupied with yo
kill it is a mistake to such as damage to nerves come inner
stress via medita- career. Relax and enji
think it cannot, says Dri and,orgaps can develop in tion.
Frederic C. McDuffie,the some forms of arthritis," CANCER
t-- - togetherness
AQUARIUS
Arthritis .Foundation's he explains. :Also, it's (June 21 to July 22)
(Jan.38toFeb.31 alS.0
senior vice president for not uncommoir-for-so- A general Improvement hi A secret proposal
be
medical affairs.
m eo n e with a life- friendly association puts a good, but you'll have to chei
According to the U. S. threatening disease to smile on your face, but a the ethical ramification
relative seems reluctant to Relations with advisers rru
Bureau of Vital Statistics, also have arthritis."
cooperate
be difficult.
Even
about 2,000 deaths are atwith lupus, once
fully'
PISCES
tributed to arthritiseach considered a consistently LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
(Feb. 10 It) Mar.20)
fatal-form of arthritis, the career prospects
year, he notes.,
improve
"This represents a pro- advances in. treatment now, but don't be hasty in Though social life is happi
emphasized, it's a poor time
portionally small number have reduced the mortali- making important decisions
negotiate agreements cone(
or signing papers. 'Balance ning business or finanei
of people when compared ty rate, he says.
alternatives carefully,- _
with the' 31 million..
matters.
VIRGO
Americans who have
YOU BORN TODAY dishil
i Aug. 23 toSept. 22)
reported they have one of
routine work and have a pe
Linguists estimate that You have n),ixed feelings chant for adventure. Ow
the more than 100 forms
about a travel matter. Despite come a tendency to be oppc
of arthritis," McDuffie more than 1 , 000
a nice invitation, you may tunistie, for your greatest su
says, "but it does il- languages and dialects become overly worried
about cess comes with the devele
Reg.$900
Iuttrate how serious ar- are spoken in Africa.
the costs involved.
ment of a heart-felt interest
'
MOM NM 1=111 MN =RIM 011=1 NM NMI MR=• your work. Develop a sense
responsibility towards othet
You have a way with peopl
but don't use them selfishly
'further your aims. When yo
I
and
Reg $10 00
develop true social 63
sciousness, you will rise to
Recognition
position of leadershi
I .Win Friends
especially in government ai
Our Of Your Shell
politics. Engineering, la
medicine, brokerage, actin
The
$5.01
writing and managembfit
am Reg
also appeal to you. Birthda
I of: Zebulon Pike, exprbre
Walter Mondale, U.S. vi
Will Help You:
I president; and Konri
Adenauer,
Germ(
I 614uaa..e..
.co manR.
teiations
Norm
•I•osatber Nantes
statesman.

Arthritis affects
_
e-than--31-m illion
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Old fashioned value isn't gone forever, we've brought
it back for our opening. These prices go back to the
good old days.

41244

No Appointment Necessary

wp%

,

Shampoo Cut& Style For Men

'
4

Shampoo, Cut & Style For Women

.-•

Only

•

•

Perms(Foe The Holiday?

-

, $400_
Linty
---

Sfiam_ppo,- Cut•&_5tke For _Child. lien _onIy
(Children 11 yrs."doge & under)

00

00 .

For
Program
Information
Ojai

753-3314

ohly.$21 °°

I
I
DEVELOP POISE
1
SELF CONFIDENCE I
•▪ *Gain
JOIN NOW! I
I•Get

I
Dale Carnegie I

For Men
& Women
I 'Leadership

I

Course'

I
I
"
Attend 1st Session Free
I
Chamber
I
dim me
mom moo

Effectively
'•Eto At laso Is Aay Sitvorticia
•Geav loodershie Abatis'
•Discovor & Devoe*,
Potential Abilities
'
Control Tension sail Anxiety

(Inckodes Cut & Style)
,igeg. 27.50

,
411

•I

This is our way of introducing our Family to yours.
;.

"11relie Med

Ile A letter Co.,.,setiesaist
•Acipoirs • lottor Wider
'teaches of Meow
Rolatioas

Sponsored by M.C.C.
By Charles D Eubank 8. Associates Inc

gm am Imo

Taittastic6atle

EvansvIlle Ind

A great cloud of ho
drifted over the town
Devizes in England on J
1y3, 1977, and fell to ear
in hand-sized clumps. IN
explanation was found.

NOTICE r
Gentst Jo's Florist

the original Family Haircutters

ve. got location*-coist-to-coast and one near yOu!

Hrs:9 ó.m.-6.p.m. Mon.-Sat. Thurs. 9 a.m.
:
8 p:61-.
Oljimpit Plato Murray
753-0542
261-914 C Mattis Drive,-PaducahOwned & Operated By Tom & Yvonne Key
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Hospital
report

junior deticoi.,
e I.assiter,
y ; Cecil "I•aylor,
r;
Miller, tyler;
ogan, marshal!:
irrish, chaplain;
ialton, senior
Anthony
junior steward.

11:29-81Adults III
Nursery
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Cates, baby boy (JenAbigail Van
nifer), Box 44, Sedalia.
DISMISSALS
Wanda Jean Ballard,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar E. Hicks
306 Pine St.; Donna J.
McCuiston and baby girl,
DEAR ABBY: Please don't think this plea for help is
Box 1063; Virginia Lee
Merrick, S. Road, Cadiz; crazy. This problem is very real to me. No matter what the
believe that the moon in its full phase
William Taylor, 605 Pine experts say, I really
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar E. Cherry Corner communiadversely affects me. I've read about "moon madness' St.; Daniel Randy and the theory is that a full moon affects one's mind. 1 Hicks, 30 N. W. 171st St., ty of Calloway County.
McDaniel,Rt. 2, Hazel. -believe it is true because whenever a full moon approaches, North Miami Beach,Fla.,
"James Dale Crouse, F4'while its at its peak and immediately after, I can't seem to will observe their 58th - Mrs. Hicks is, the
Murray Manor; Warren control my temper, and I really get crazy!
wedding anniversary fbrmer Helen Houston.
Abby, I am convinced that a full moon affects my mind. I Thursday,Jan. 7.
B. Steen, Almo; Mark A.
_.-;-Hicks
..
is the son of the late
other people have had this experienew,--Crosslin, Rt. 3, Fulton; wonder if
Both Mr. and Mrs. Rev. and Mrs. T. T.
Marvin Barrow, Rt. 2,
LOONY IN LA.
'
ifickg are natives of the Hicks.
Dover, Tenn.; Carl B.
DEAR LOONY: "Loony" is slang for "lunatic,"
Burnett, Rt. 1, Sedalia; which translates into "made crazy by the moon." For
centuries man has theorized that the phases of the
Nancy C. Fox, Dexter.
The Rev. and Mrs. Ran7 ried Dec. 24, 1941, at
Tracy J. Owens, Rt. -I, moon affect one's mind, moods and behavior.
is no scientific evidence to support dolph Allen, NS North Hopkinsville by the
Rev.
Symsonia; Ivy I. Rogers - Although there
this age-old theory, those who are convinced that it's
1401 Poplar St • Noble H• true can be physically affected to the point of looni- 19th St., were honored J. J. Jenkins. Their attenwith a surprise 40th wed- dants were Mr. and Mrs.
Cox, Kirksey; Percie 0. nem.
ding anniversary recep- John Fourqurean.
Towery, Rt. 3-, - Hazel;
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 20-year-old college student who is tion at a Cadiz civic
Reba E. Newton, 1405
Both Rev. and Mrs.
currently seeing a girl about twice a week. (I'll call her
center Saturday,Dec. 26. Allen
Walnut, Benton; John F. Cindy.)
are natives of
The reception, hosted
Lindsey, Rt. 3.
However, Cindy has a close friend, Amy, whom I would
Christian County. He
Grace P. Irvin, 717 like to date. Amy's been sending me subtle messages that by their son, Dr. Randy presently is serving
as
Sycamore St.; Robert T. lead me to believe that she would like to go out with me. Allen, Cadiz, and their pastor of Spring
Creek
If
I
were
to
ask
Amy
this:
out,
question
is
My
do
you
think
daughter,
Mrs.
Rick
Howard, Fern Terrace
or do you think she'd tell Cindy? Jackson, Normal, Ill., Baptist Church.
Lodge; Leamon L. she'd keep her mouth shut,
Cindy is very possessive. If she knew I saw Amy she would
was attended by about 100
In addition to their two
Bidewell, Box 321; Lester drop me, and I really don't want to stop seeing Cindy.
relatives,
friends
and
children,
the Allens have
G. Nanny, Box 182; Eula
girlfriends
tell each other? I would really
How much do
ThP Aliens were mar- nine grandchildren.
Waters, 303 South Sixth like to see both of them, but I don't want to start in with
. Amy if there's a chance she'd tell Cindy. Please advise.
St.

Irban club

Going Through a Phase

Anniversary noted

log the event
stows:
id- Mrs. Robert
Mr. and Mrs.
Dunn, Mr. and
mes Dunn, Mr.
Clyde Miller
ists.

Allen couple feted

as tennis
C of Ladies Ten;ue of Murray
2- 1ub will meet at
esday, Jan. 5, at
eed and Grain to
Cenlake Tennis
r play.
ineup is as

ne - Kathy Kop-i
enee Wynn, Anlexander and
'arker.
two - Carol
Laura Miller,
berg and Leisa
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Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
intolerapce which causes
similar symptoms
DEAR DR LAMB - 1
haye a hernia about the size
of a hen egg. There is no
pate-aralt. When I SUM Or
sit, part ' of the hernia
descends into the left testicular sac. When I lie down, all
of the hernia leaves the scrotum and returns through the
tear or opening back to its
normal place of residence. I
have had the hernia for several years but it doesn't
appear to have enlarged.
I have been informed that
my hernia can be healed
naturally, without surgery,
by a naturopath, but since
none is available in this area
I have decided to attempt to
do it naturally myself with
the program I am sending
you. Will this system work?
I'll appreciate any suggestions you have.
DEAR READER - • I
have a very good suggestion.
See a doctor. I have received
several letters recently
inquiring about curing hernias without surgery. For
inguinal (groin) hernias you
can forget it. There is only
one way to correct those
torn and stretched ligaments
and muscles and that is
mechanical correction
through surgery. It is like a
torn cloth that needs to be
sewed together again.

DEAR DR. LAMB -- I am pressure is caused by spasm
a female, age 65, and I have of the colon. Colon spasms
diverticulosis. Will those lit- may be increased because of
tle pockets of the colon ever a diet low in bulk but there
go away? I often have pain- are other reasons for such
ful spasms of -the colon that spasms.tact
cause pain in my left side. I
Your complaints are realalso have spells of diarrhea ly about your overactive
which make it difficult to go colon and your colon spasms
out socially or even to go that cause the pain, not the
shopping.
diverticula. The two probI started on a diet like you lems often exist together
recommended to give me and improved bulk in the
more bulk, including eating diet often helps these sympmore bran, whole wheat toms. But bran may increase
bread and leafy vegetables, gas formation, particularly
but I still have trouble with during the first three weeks
the diarrhea. Do I need an you use it.
operation? Will I have trouI am sending you The
ble with those little pocke*t. Health Letter number 5-6,
if they don't go away?'
Diverticulosis, to provide
DEAR READER -7 Yoe, more information on the diet
may be surprised to know and management. Others
that as many as haft-Of .the-who want thiS issue can send
people in your age group 75 cents with a long,
have those little pockets stamped, self-addressed
called diverticula. And the envelope for it to me, in care
vast majority of people don't of this newspaper, P.O. Box
even know they have them 1551, Radio City Station,
until a colon X-ray is taken New York, NY 10019.
and they can be seen on XYour diarrhea and spastic
ray.
colon may be aided by
No, don't expect your antispasmodics that your
pockets to go away regard- doctor may want to
less of what diet program prescribe. And you may find
you follow. They are really that some of the things you
small ruptures of the lining eat contribute to this probof the colon through its wall. lem. Milk intolerance may
Many authorities think they be a factor. About 10 perare caused by increased cent of adult Anglo-Saxons
pressure within the colon and as many as 80 percent
causing the rupture. And of adults from other ethnic
some think the increased groups have milk (lactose)

Government studying fraud

WASHINGTON (AP)- journal.
Administrative error or
According to MIS
fraud in government pro- Week, the program is exgrams is the target of an pected to provide a more
expanded program of thorough, cheaper and
computer technology be- faster method than
By CECILY
a ••
ing set up by the Presi- used todetect flaws intbe
BROWNSTONE
dent's Council on Integri- _10 o r
f e d ex'
Associated Press Food
DEAR ABBY: A woman wrote that-hernance refused to- ty and Efficiency, says a a1sistanCeT and benefit
Editor
-have sex with her until after they were married. You told her computer-information --terogegaue.-GUESTS FOR DINNER how "lucky" she was. I have been thinking about that ever
Roast Pork Raisin Sauce --)since, and want to tell you my experience.
PLANNING
I was a divorcee making plans to marry. I thought I was
Yam Pone Snap Beans
TO MARRY?
because he didn't persist when I said I wanted to wait
lucky
Frosted Cake Coffee
until marriage.
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &RAISIN SAUCE
After we were married I understood why he could be so
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing we*
Good recipe to have on "patient." Once or twice a year was enough for him. I was 36 ding reports.
hand when you roast when we were married, and it was a terrible shock and
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
disappointment to me.
pork.
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
our
Now
50s
that
there
we
have
is
are
nothing
in
at
all.
We
Drippings from freshly
spent much time and money on therapy and counseling, but ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper._
roasted pork
to no avail. I feel cheated. My personality has changed,and office more than 30 days after the ceremony cannot
1 small onion, finely I feel like a vegetable. Nothing could be worse than living be accepted.
diced (about L4 cup) ti this way.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
If I were that woman, I would insist on knowing her for a wedding article are available at the
cup finely diced celery
1 tablespoon cornstarch fiance sexually before marriage. Sign me...
newspaper office, 106 N. 4th<St.
ANOTHER UNHAPPY WIFE ("WIFE?")
blended with 11
/
2 cups
unsweetened pineapple
juice
va cup golden raisins
CONFIDENTIAL TO SHARON IN BLOOMINGSalt and pepper to taste TON, IND.: Everyone has genes. Some people wear
After roasting a loin or them better than others.
shoulder of pork, pour off
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
the fat and drippings in what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
the pan, saving ¼ cup of congratulations, how to decline and accept invitIthe drippings; return the tions and how to write an interesting letter art-saved drippings to the included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
pan and add the onion and All Occasions." Send $2 and a long, stamped (37
Letter
celery. Cook gently, stirr- cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby,
Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite 6000, Hawing constantly, until the thorne, Calif. 90250.
vegetables are golden ••••••••••••••••••••
•
brown. Add the corn- •
si 0" •
starch mixture and the
raisins and cook over
REGISTER NOW!
•
moderate heat until •
thickened and boiling;
•
stir in the salt and pep•
per. Serve with hot sliced •
roast pork.

Raisin sauce
recipe listed

1982
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Diverticula won't go away-

ealt)
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DEAR DON'T: From what you tell me about your
relationship with Cindy, you've led her to believe
that you are far more loyal than you really are.
Don't play around with Amy. If you're out to get
something from each, you're apt to end up with
nothing from both.

NEW MEMBERS of Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club are from
left, setated, Patti Hosford and Nikki Blanchard,standing, Diane Charette, Martha Andrus and Paula Alcott. Not pictured is Phyllis Robinson. Dr. Alice
Koenecke spoke at November meeting. Members planned the Holiday Tour of
Homes at December meeting.

_

The Honeywell
Console
Electronic Air Cleaner

• GYMNASTICS
•

_

•

Features the stylinebf fine furniture.
Makes entertaining,day-to-day living more
pleasant
Removes 90%* of airborne dust, dirt,
smoke, pollen.•
Moves easily from family rodrnt0bed
conference room to office.
•
Costs less to operate than a 50 watt light _
bulb

•
•

S

:twurta Calculi Dews
•▪ & huutostita Shulis

732 Fairlane
In 1949, Dr. Chaira -10
•MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
Weizman was elected
•,__
t502) 753.4647
first president of the new._ ,_ _____
•
•0 ill•
state of Israel- ,
•0-41O-11-inunin11•600•
•
•
1
'••
•

Shari McClure Of Murray
Lost 30 Ls.In 8 Weeks.
Shari's story is easy to
relate to. She had never been
overweight until she got mollried and settled into a routine
of late night cooking -and
snacking. She had, never
seriously dieted before and
really didn't know hay/ to except to starve. Shari knev
that if she didn't get started
'on a diet, the weight problem
was going to get worse. She
had to do something. Then a
friend told her about the Diet
Center - after 8 weeks on the
well balanced diet Shari lost
30 lbs. and 32% inches and
'
she never felt better.
So come on girls and guys start the New Year with a •
esolution to lose that excess
eight to look and feel better bout yourself.

When furnishing Your home, office or apartment, the Honeywell Clean Air Machine is the finishing touch
the pleasure of clean air for a more comfortable indoor environment.

Physician Recommended

Years Of Efficient Air Cleaning
The principle is called "Electrostatic Precipitation"- ,
but it's not all that complicated. The diagram simplifies the Construction of Honeywell's Two-Stage electronic "Super Cell". Airborne particles entering the
ionizing section are given a strong electrical chargv
Then, the charged particles are attracted to and held
by plates in the collecting section.

Our New Location
"The Village"
Ow, Caa1•11. Ow
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Hood limited to four boards

'Toppers crush MSU,11-54
•

BOUNCING AROUND - Western Kentucky's Kevin Dildy (far left) and
Percy White (50) battle for possession of a rebound with Murray State's Glen
Green (21)and Sammy Curran (far right).
--Staff photo by Jim.litactor

contest, a 77-51 trouncing,
By JIM RECTOR
Racers also shot only
the
Editor
Sports
BOWLING GREEN - 25 percent from the field
For only the second time and managed to improve
this season, Murray their percentage to 31.9
State's Ricky Hood failed percent by the game's
to lead the Racers in re- end.
Against Western the
bounds.
And Sunday, for the se- same pattern evolved
cond consecutive game, with MSU finding the
the Racers were bucket after the break, 17
plastered, 71-54.
of 34 from the field for 50
Hood, like the rest of percent, but fighting an
the MSU basketball uphill battle the entire
squad, couldn't keep the way.
Western's successful
ball from the Western
Kentucky Hilltoppers and boxing of Hood(four total
as a result the Racers rebounds) and the
were knockffut in the absence of outside
first roune-Of the Ohio shooting by normally conValley Conference title sistent swingman Glen
rematch.
Green two of 12 from the
Having played the field, eight total points),
bridesmaid role in the were two of the major
OVC the past two years, weaknesses in the
the Racers were deter- Racers' game plan.
In Hood's case, Racer
mined to revenge last
year's conference tourna- coach Ron Greene emment loss that kept them phasized,"Every time he
from a post-season came down with a rebound he had four guys
playoff berth.
However, Western's standing around him."
Craig McCormick (21 The Racer coach then
points) and coach Clem said the lack of scoring
Haskins had intentions of from his front lines "will
maintaining the recent be a nemisis for us if we
status quo between the don't get it fixed."
MSU and the Hilltoptwo schools.
Murray slipped ahead, pers will meet again Jan.
4-0, in the early goings, 30 when Western makes
but the Western 1-3-1 the return trip to Murray.
defense began taking its_ In the meantime MSU
toll on the Racers' outside- faces five consecutive
OVC foes, including a
shooters.
By 8:13 in the first half three-game home stretch
the 'Toppers possessed a beginning with Austin
commanding 19-9 ad- Peay on Saturday (7:30
vantage and took a 25-17 p.m.).
The loss dropped the
lead into the lockerroom
Racers to 8-4 (2-1 in OVC
at the half.
The Racers shot a action) in front of a
dismal 25 percent from regionally televised authe field (six of 24) the dience and 5,100 fans at
fir,st half and Diddle Arena. The 'Topreminicences of their loss pers extended their conlast week to Evansville ference mark to 2-0 and
evened their overall
Amon to emerge. In that

Vols possessholf-game lead in SEC
• -

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
: The Southeastern Conference basketball season
is barely underway, but
there already is a surprise leader - Tennessee.

-

Coach Don DeVoe's
Vols, generally pickeritn
finish in the middle of the
pack, smashed 12thranked Alabama 88-67
Saturday night for their
second consecutive SEC
triumph and hold a half-

work at

season. We_tt_ .1“1611,Akhe
-iiset-gsrme ell right.'
remarks Greene said his
MURRAY STATE(54)
Hammonds 1-2, 04, 2; Davis 1-2, S.
team would bounce back
3, Hood 5-9, 04. II, Green 2-12, 4-4, 8;
and that "perennially, McDuffen 0-5,04.0, Slaughter 5-11, 2-4,
teams coached by us tend 11, Sanders I-1. 0-0. 2, Curran 4.7, 0-0, 8.
Stewart
2-4. 4. Martin 3-3, 04, 6,
to do better later in the Brady0-4,1-5,
O!,0

Totals
23-58, 11-13. Rebounds 35
Turnovers 17

wErreiurIONITVOIITaii

w Limo 3-5. 34.esalldsI4.04.1; McCormick 8-13, 54, MI 411.204,44,14;
Ellis 3-6, 2-6, 1, Carver 14.14.4; Moir
cher 2-3, 0-1, 4, White 44,14,11.
•
Totals - 27-46. 17-17 Rebounds 31
Turnovers 13
Halftime MSU 17, WKU 25.

•••

isolosolow'
DEFENDkftirkIGHTMARE - Western Kentucky's Craig McCormick
(42)caused problems for the Murray State defenders Sunday as he connected
on eight of 13 field goals and five of six free throws to pace the winning HWtoppers with 21 total points. Attempting to stop him is freshman Vada Martin
(left) while Racer teammate Brian Stewart(22) watches from the side.
-Staff photo by Jim Rector

•

,
game edge over the toties Saturday night, the pected to test the Crimperennial powers of re- Wildcats downing son Tide since star guard
cent years, No. 4 Ken- Georgia 68-66 on Melvin Gary Carter was
tucky and Louisiana Turpin's tipin with two declared academically
State.
Seconds left and LSU ineligible during the
Both Kentucky and trimming Florida 61-60 on Christmas holidays.
LSU opened their con-'—‘1 pair of free throws by
This was by far our
next season, and he said
ference slates with vie- .freshman Derrick Taylor worst outing of the year," By KENT FLANAGAN
Clemson .-outdistanced
said Tide Coach Wimp Associated Press Writer he plans to hit the Texas, Penn State and
with 20 seconds to play.
GREENVILLE,- S.C. recruiting-.trail as soon as Pitt, all of rhom..moved
In other conference ac- Sanderson. "I thought we
tion, Auburn edged got off to a bad start - (AP) - Clemson coach he and members of his Mims the Top Ten underMississippi 75-71 and and pretty much stayed Danny Ford knows the coaching -staff get back went a vast reshuffling.
Vanderbilt rolled past that way for the rest of secret for holding on to from the • national The rest of the Top Ten
the No.1 spot in college coaches! convention in consisted of Southern
the game."
Mississippi State 66-53.
football
- something six Houston this week.
Methodist, -Georgia,
Dale
Ellis
led TenTennessee's victory left
Ford must replace- Alabama, -Miami of
the SEC without an nessee with 27 points, and. other teams were unable
_three starters on the off—
7'
North
-CafOlina
unbeaten team, With' Eddie Phillips had 24 for _.jo do this season.
fensive line and both wide and Washington. • -• !The best way tedoIt is
. •
Hama taking its first set- the Tide_ _
---receivers, Including
Turpin's tipin at the to- go:Jim:ideated," Ford
back after stopping its
first nine foes this season. end came off a missed said Sunday shortly after Perry Tuttle, who owns. The Top Twenty teams in The
"This was our game, shot by Charles Hurt and returning to South nearly every Clemson Associated Press final college football
poll, with first-place votes in parenwe just outplayed them," enabled Kentucky to lift Carolina from Miami career reception record.
theses, season's record and total points
He
must
also
fill
in
the
said DeVoe. -To beat a its overall record to 9-1. where the Tigers
Points based on 20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13team of Alabama's Turpin led the Cats with defeated then-No.4 gaps left by the departure 12-11-10-94-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
1.Clemson 471 12-0-0977
2.Texas IS-1-1 862
caliber is something, and 20 points, and Georgia's Nebraska 22-15 in the of five starters from the
3.Penn St Ii 10-2-0845
I think it showed thatwe Dominique Wilkins Orange Bowl Friday nation's eighth-ranked
4 Pittsburgh 11-14034
defense, including
night.
5
6.S
Goeoldnetth
have reached our poten- tallied 28.
uiodit04
s 1 ;69101 -1-0 774
The victory was Clem- linebacker Jeff Davis,
The conference race
tial."
.7.A
ula
. barna 9-2-1 638
tam,Fla 9-245940n
The Vols, who once lecilt. resumes Wednesday son's 12th without a loss tackle Jeff Bryant and
by 23 points, Weren't ex- night-When Alabama and it gave thetAthnifft both cornerbaclia,:` 10 Washington 10-2-0 587 The Tigers received 47
visits Mississippi State Coast Conference school
11 Nebraska 9-34635
12. Michigan 9-3-0 416
for a regionally televised its first national chain.-- of 49first-place votes and
13.Brigham Young 11-243
game, Auburn is at Ken- pionship in 86 years` ot_ 977 of a possible NO points
14.So.Califorma 9-3-0 325
5 6 ;
15.0hio
St. 9-34310
in
The
Associated
Press
tucky, Georgia at playing football.
16. Arizona St 9-2-0 245
But Ford realizes that poll, which has named the
Florida, LSU at Vandy
17.W. Virginia 9-3-0111
II Iowa 8-4-0103
and Tennessee at Ole it's going to be harder to national champion since
19 Missouri 8-4482
hang on to the top spot 1936.
Miss.
20 Oklahoma 7-4-1 76

n knol ws No.1 secret:
remain undefeated all year

ROBERT 0. MILLER
Will Continue His Law Practice
At
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Beginning January-4th,,R82
_ Hours: .
8 a.m. To 5p.m. Monday thru Friday
After Hours Or Weekends By
Appointment
e
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In Concert

Conw

Gymnastic Classes
Starting

'

January 11th, 1982

- KEEMIATGREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Special Guest Star

The
Kendalls

ra•

Seedily, Jantiery 31-3:01 & 7:30 p.m.
Lovett Aediterinin - Mersey Styte University
Wises
S11.51 '
▪ Tickets Are Avoileble At: Version's Western Weer, Sense Sled., World
.of Sound, Chocks Music, Mersey St. Univ.(Wes, Gotrins-Pedstek, Sew
Aedio•P.d.cuø, Mr. is Benton, Seised Slapp-N•pkinsvilie, Lena's &net
• lero Ileler, Mr. l's-Moyfield.
Order By Moil By Sending Self, Addressed Stooped levelepe With
Check Or Money Order To:
Cisevrey Twitty Tickets
2002 University Station
Mersey, Kentucky 42071
Mello Checks Payable Ti Stodent Government &swishes

Enroll
Now!

one HOUR
DRY

cLeaneRs
Coeval Mier** Geer
Opee 7:00 co. to 5:44 p.m.
lobeese• 753-11525

Shirts
Laundered ond weaved
to p•rfertion
Good

Ar, 4 tru rin t

URRAY
GYMNASTIC
•
CENTER
Hwy. 641 N.

75341129-

1973 Volkswagen
4-Speed

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-2617

_cd

GM QUAUTY
SERV1C1 PARTS

GM

641 S.

LJ

Murray

GiffnlERAL MOTORS PKRTS OWLSiON
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Lady Tigers
rank second
in state poll

Four

TIP
. 2,

Mt.
4-0, 14_
4 Hat

oils

31

1

But San Diego wouldn't
quit. Dan Fouts' third TD

Here's a tip on the NaFootball

pass of the game, this one

League

to James Brooks in the

playoffs.

final

If the current pattern
holds,

three of tile four local prep basketball

the

teams

Sunday's

night.

games between

that

championship

the CM-

Dallas had no such problem. The Cowboys not
the first
. American
Conference
only scored
with the girls game at6:30 p.m. Tuesday.
points, they scored all the
The Lady Lakers, coming off their first win of the-and Dallas Cowboys and
points in a 38-0 wipeout
season, will be aiming to keep the winning form, ISan Francisco 49ers in
the National.
Posting an early, 1-3 record under new head coach
Saturday of Tampa Bay.
The first
touchdown
Gloria Friedgen,the Lady Lakers play four straight
So new San Diego and
-A- has been the ticioff to the -Cincinnati in the AFC and
home games in the next 10 days.
January 7 they host Sedalia, January 11 Murray ", eventual
winner
Dallas and San Francisco
cinnati Bengals ahd San
Both Calloway County High teams - Lakers and
Lady Lakers - play host to Farmington beginning-Diego Chargers in the

visits CCHS and Ballard rounds out the home stand

throughout the first six

January 14.

contests - two
wild-card games a week
..ago and four conference

s
night beginning about 8 p.m. Friday, Calloway'
boys are at Hickman County before returning home
against Murray (Jan. 11) and Sedalia (Jan. 12).
Coach Chic Nute's Lakers have alternated winning and losing every game this season and currently

showdowns

over

the

weekend.

not

though, it's

always a sure thing.

Cincinnati blew an early

tied

in the NFC are all one
step

Saner,
Jaq._24_
Mich. Three
from

away

Bowl XVI set for
in Pontiac,

of those teams learned,

can

slippery

get

sometimes.
Cincinnati, before

Forrest Gregg, crediting
the

NFL's

reversal

from

a

Strock came off the bench
and brought Miami back.

49ers,

season and,

passer with Cincinnati's
the

the

Bengals, were 6-10 last

The

top-rated

like

also like

Cin

By the fourth quarter, the

in overtime contests.

two-touchdown

lead

with

53

passes

first period

Sunday,
but recovered behind
some pinpoint passing by
Ken Anderson to beat the
Bills 28-21.
-San Franciseo raced to
a 24-7 lead behind quarterback Joe Montana against the Giants
Sunday and then came
against Buffalo

Lady Toppers upset
LGay Racers,68-55

Golf

and

der-

ing.
Ten

iern

;ia ,
of
lina

The
*than
renwyints
-14-13-

Something New
Coming
To Murray

as

PURDO
ti111111131 ian
Pi UN

Tennis

College
basketball

Holy Cross61, Providence 52
Iona 74, Army 51
Lafayette 73, New Hampshire 68
Lehigh 72, Lycoming 55
- Long Island U. 121, Fla _Southern 117,
20T Maine 72, Towson St. 66
Niagara 102, George Mason
St.John's 58, Columbia 51
St.Joseph's, Pa. 72, Cornell 49
St.Peter's42, Merrimack 52
Seton Hall 75, Princeton 74
Syracuse 90,-Ca018655 72_
SOUTH
Alabama St. 79, Albany,Ga. 55
Auburn 75, Mississippi 71
Davidson 63, Furman 45
Gram bling 78, Miss.Valley 63
Iowa 57, South Carolina 47
Jackson St. 72. Alcorn St. 68
Kentucky 68,Georgia 66
Louisiana St. 61, Florida 60
Louisville 99,Duke 61
McNeeseSOMICPrairie View 84
Memphis St. 91, E.Tennessee St. 74
.
.

Cal-Santa Barbara 75, St.Mary'a,
Calif.62
Idaho 6$, Gorizaga 57
Montana 78, Carroll, Monk 47
Oregon 97, Arizona 81
Oregon St. 71, Arizona 51. 43
Pacific U. 96, Cal-Davis 74
Pepperdine 110, Northland 59
San Diego 69, N.Arizona 64
S.Utah 69, Regis66
Utah 71, Nevi Mexico 65
Valparaiso 50, Montana St, 48
Washington 73,Southerifea172.01Washington St. 57, UCLA 51,30T
Weber St. 83, Utah St. 78
Wyoming 51, Colorado St. 31

.7- LOUISVILLE, Ky.
•
(AP)- Cecil Ellis, a 5- •
foot-I1

forward

for

•

INVEST 1 EVENING!

ATTEND FREE THE
FIRST SESSION!

_

•
•
•

•

•
•

Georgetown College, has

DALE CARNEGIE
• COURSE
Athletic •

been named player of the

DALE CARNEGIE

ConfefineeTir-airdifiglo-s-FeR mEt4&Id WOMEN'
• Auraditsti by The Caged!for
the league office.
•
The senior from Uno, to tior-Cokoirto Cratimis itiocutho

FOUNDER

with

50 seconds

Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good place
to shop. Useful gifts and Invitations you can redeem fo
more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's wha
my Mit Is an about - and it's free
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and
such • special treat. We've been greeting people for
over SO years. Just call me,

79 0'V-'-'

Butts

306 South 8th Street, Suite 302
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Beginning January 4, 1982
,

Hours By AfiponfroAnt

••

lip• tor

Guaranteed Tender
No Chary For Cutting, Wrapping
Freezing

$1 29

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.

759-9922
759-9923

!ei N.

sr. ,
Only

"
• 0
.
44--

_

t

Country Ham Hocks &

475 Lb.
20-0
Sides of Chilée Beef

Internal Medicine
at
Medical Arts Building

ehme Aft' new home..

COPY AVAii.AAL,E

..1240ec-pkg.

Sausage Patties r

announces thibpening of his office
fOr the practice of

UP
visit in your

Katherine Outland 7,i-3071
Hostesses
Ingabore king (Asst.) 412-8341
Mary Nemitten (Asst) 753-5579

Corn

I.

- Richard E. Blalock M.D.;_
,Eirtfoy

A Good Selection
Of Frosty Acres
Frozen Vegetables

Frosty Acres Cream 3; yle
•

Presented by
•
Minna. MIAMI
•
5
ASSOCIATES
Ky., scored 61 points in • 1
•
,,,Tlist. la,- I,
NI. 7534171
•
the
Rivermont
Classic
•
'
,
6240.
LEXINGTON, Ky.
Speasored By
•
(AP)- Patti Jo Hedges last week at Owensboro. • kir. Braid last el butyl
MCC Chamber of Commerce•
scored the winning He hit 23 of 32 field-goal ••••••••••••••••••••••••
basket

We

•
•

week in the Kentucky Intercollegiate

4.440

and 33 completions for 433

6-10

Pro football

wed

I

Fouts, who set playoff
records

- Sports at a glance

iced

'

kicker connected.

yards.
, promised
was over, had record last season.
Benirschke another
a
14-0
lead
and
it
seemed
Montana's 58-yard TD
• • •
chance after he had missAnderson and Company pass to Freddie Solomon
Murray High'
s Tigers ride a five-game win streak
' ed his first try in the excould do nothing wrong.
was part of a 17-point San
s road game at Wingo.
into Tuesday'
tra period.
But Joe Ferguson Francisco explosion
Friday the 5-2 Tigers are on the road again at
"You play this game
brought
the
Bills
back
on
within 41
/
2 minutes of the
Fulton County before playing at Calloway County
until
it's
over," the
a couple of TD runs by second period that openJan. 11.
quarterback said. "I jut
he
Joe
Cribbs
and
when
ed a 24-7 lead and seemed
The Lady Tigers enjoyed an extended layoff after
told him he was going to
hit Jerry Butler for a 21- to bury the Giants. But
slaughtering Carlisle County, 71-32, in their last
to
win
Saturday
at
WKU's
get
one-more chance."
BOWLING
GREEN
first
play
yard
TD
on
the
the 49ers almost let New
same before the holidays. The 4-1 Murray girls
"There was no'way in
„Murray State's Laity-- Diddle Arena.
quarter,
it
of
fourth
the
York off the hook.
• -received an added boost when the Courier-Journal
An estimated 240, fans' the world he was going to
Within 4 yards of blowing
tied the score at 21.
The lead had dwindled Racers placed -three
. placed them in the No. 2 spot in the state girls poll.
scorers in double figures witnessed the Lady miss Two,' Charger
all of that edge before
right
Anderson
came
to
24-17
by
the
third
Only 10-0 Boone County ranked ahead of the Lady
but fell in the percentage Hilltoppers' sure-handed Coach Don CorYell said of
recovering for a 38-24 vicback with a 16-yard TD
quarter and Scott BrunTigers in the first poll based on the Litkenhous
game to Western Ken- shooting while the Lady
Renirschke.
tory.
to Cris Collinsworth
-pitch
ner,
who
threw
three
TD
Ratings. ,
__Racers
He didn't. _
'struggled
to
hit
a
The
prime.example
and Ferguson,stripped of passes in the game, mar- tucky,68-55.
Murray's girls lead Region T with an 84.7 rating
mete 3rpercent from the
Dallas,in its romp over
.though,
Was
the
offensive
-main
Former
his
ched
the
Calloway
Giants
to
the
4
while Boone County'.6.-86.7 led the state. Marshall
Belk-U.7 percent from
Tampa
Bay, was playing
Chargers, who scored 24 weapons -_-When botr-yard line. But the dribi County. High School stan7
-4-County (83.2), also a Region I school, rallied fifth in
the freethrow line.
10th
postseason
game,
points
before
the
first
Cribbs
and
Roosevelt:
Mina
Todd
led
the
stalled
when
Erie
Wright
dout
s-7-_-:`the Courier-Journal poll.
Forwards Dianne Depp - a record, and handled the
quarter was over against Leaks went out with in- stripped... the"-- ball from Lady Racers with 14 and
The Lady Tigers host Reidland Thursday night
Miami Saturday and juries, couldn't rally the receiver Earnest Grayat teammates Jeannette and Gina Brown cornbin- -Sues easily With a
before playing two road games at Fulton County
barely survived with an Bills again. A delay of the goal line: Joe Darrel° Rowan. and reserve ed for 30 of the Lady,'Top- defense that bordered on
. (Jan. 8) and Calloway County (Jan. 11 ). Murray's
-exhausting
41-38 over- game penalty stalled a then missed-n--21- ard --Hridgette Wyche added pers_points and guards awesome.
are
undefeated
in
all
four
home
games
this
- girls
The Cowboys i ntime victory on Rolf Buffalo drive in the final field goal try and
season with their only loss occuring at Caldwell
e 10 apiece, but the Lady Cindy young aridKathy
tercepted
quarterback
Jo
Henry
'26
cOntributed
:Benirschke's second- three minutes and helped 49ersrecovered.
=.-..County (50-37).
Hilltoppers connected on
total.
Doug
Williams
tour
-chance 29-yard field goal. seal the Bengals' victory.
Bill Ring climaxed a* 55.4 percitit of their shots
The hostesses evened times, three of the thefts
their Ohio Valley Con- leading to touchdowns.
ference record at 1-1 and;i'ligalso sacked him
brought their season total- four tiines and pressured
to 2-3. Murray State, vie- him into two intentional
-Whims in only one-game grounding penalties,
completely dominating
Mercer 75, Georgia St. 67
the
7,693-yard
Gary
left to give Kentucky a 62- attempts and grabbed 10
title with a 6-3, 7-6 vietom in six this year, fell to 0-1
New Orleans 90, Kentucky St 69
OVCrace.
the Bucs.
Country
Club
59
upset
victory
over
No.
games.
Player
rebounds
in
two
j
o
p
v
f
e
i
si
r
oterrp
A
aa
m
ntdr
ei
j
r
c
iok
ch
a
cn
n
s
ahdi
:
F
i
j
a
.th
nk
e
Alabama
56
N.C.Charlotte 58,South
WKU led by as thas
The victory by San
N.Carolina St. 75, Clemson 59
9 Georgia in
women's
course.
NW Louisiana 71, Houston Baptist 68
17
firat,half,mainly
in
the
Francisco
Sunday set up
Southeastern
Conference
,Sweden's
Jorgen
WinBEACH,
PEBBLE
',South Florida 51,Siena 19
on
the
accuracy
of
Depp,
a
rematch
for Dallas,
National Football League Playoffs
Tennessee U,Alabama 67
basketball.
alit posted a 6-4, 6-4 win
Calif. (AP) - Jay Haas
All Times EST
Tn.-Chattanooga 92, Tenn.Wesleyan
1I
49ers
scored
12of
her
lost
to
the
who
-which
Georgia
missed
an
opover
top
Australia-a
golf
year
the
1982
opened
Sunday, Dec.27
,
Y
52
S U N -C- 1 T
points
on
six
of
six
shots
14
early
in
the
,season.
Wild-Card Playoffs
Tennessee St. 80, N.Ca rolina A&T 70
portunity to send the Bophuthatswana (AP)- by winning_the. $150,0
American Conference
Vanderbilt 66, Mississippi St. 53
Tony
Dorsett
was
happy
from
the-field"
game
into
overtime
when
national
Invitational
18-and-under,
Spalding
Buffalo 31, New York Jets 27
Miller
Virginia 73, James Madison 65
American Johnny
The Lady Racers won about playing then!
National Conference
Va.Commonwealth $5, Ata.Rhonda
Malone
missed
a
championahip.
tournament
,
singles
golf
Pro-Am
Ballesteros
Seve
'
subdued
New York Giants 27, Philadelphia 21
Birmingham 54
again.
15-footer with six seconds
The 18-and-under doubles the rebound battle 42-37.
Conference Semifinals
Wake Forest 74, Georgia Tech 56
of Spain with a routine with a 22-under-par 337
Murray State's next op"The 49ers humiliated
Saturday,Jan.2
West Virginia 75, Virginia Tech 67
remaining in the game.
title
went
to
New
total.
a
ninth
hole
of
par
on
the
National Conference
Western Kentucky 71, Murray State
Ilis
Southern
us
ponent
earlier in theyear and
Kentucky's
Lori
EdgwinZealander
two-time
David
a
Lewis
Haas,
Dallas 38, Tampa Bay 0
54
sudden death playoff and
we owe them one," he
linois, Tuesday at 7:30
American Conference
MIDWEST
ington grabbed the reand
last
year,
Australian
Tbny
the
tour
ner
on
prize
biggest
won
the
San Diego 41, Miami 38, OT .
Akron 71, Denison 60
said.
bound and Hedges was
Sanday,Jan.3
Cent.Michigan 47, Wittenberg 40
ever offered in the history carded a final round 3- Withers, who defeated p.m. at Carbondale.
American Conference
Cleveland St. 95, Md..E.Shore 70
•
Australians Peter Thrupp
fouled three seconds, hitthe
par-72
69
on
under-par
Sun
City
golf
in
the
of
Cincinnati 28. Buffalo RI
Dayton 82, Miami,Ohio 65
ting one free throw for the
National Conference
' DePau186, Penn St. 60
Million Dollar Golf Pebble Beach course to and Nick Arnold 6-3,6-4.
Francisco
38,
New
York
Ginnts111
San
E.Micbigan 66, Florida A&M 61
final margin.
hold off a late challenge
Challenge.
Conference Championed*
Indiana St. U,E .Illinois 61
Hedges led Kentucky
Sunday, Janie
Marquette EL Loyola, III 69
Miller claimed $500,000 by second-place finisher Thosoni;a)s,..Nkol
American Conference
Minnesota 75, Long Beach St. 67
with 15 points in the Sun- - when Ballesteros three- Bobby Clampett, who
AP -Norway
San Diego at Cincinnati, I -101.1.7
ry,
Missouri 92, Notre Dame 70
day afternoon game.
National Conference
N.Illinois 62, Loras 57
putted from 50 feet on the closed with a 70 for a 341
b
r gWas
Dallas at San Francisco, 4:3,441.
N.lowa 69, E Kentucky 60
The victory gave No. 16 ninth playoff hole. Both total. The third-place • Sweden won
'
Super Bold XVI
the 29th anOhio St.66, Butler 48
Kentucky a 7-2 record golfers finished the finisher was touring pro
Sunday,Jan.24
Ohio U. 70, Capital 11
nual la -kilometer
AFC champion vs NFC champion at
S.Illinms 72, Illinois St. 68
while Georgia slipped to regulation 72 holes tied at Greg Powers, who closed Monolith
Pontiac, Mich., 4 p.m.
CCN
Y
40
Toledo 91,
cross country
014. font,. C.a4Alat.
8-2.
Wichita St.63, New Melico St. 50
11-under-par 277, with with a 70 for a 347 total.
ski race in Frogner Park
Ss..11,•11C•06.0•,.Ir. Os
Xavier, Ohio 69, Air 'orce 65, OT
Edgington contributed each shooting a 71 over
His winning time was
SOUTHWEST
Ia.% Geom.'.
12 points and All-America
Pan American 65, Arkansas St 58
the last 18 holes of regula14115 West Nain-153-53
46
minutes 53 seconds, a
Southern Methodist 77, Angelo St. 66
center Valerie Still added .
full 15 seconds ahead of
Texas AS,S4 51,Stephen F.A ustin 45
11 points and 16 rebounds
Nicklaus, who
Jack
Ts-Arlington 70, Hardin-Simmons
MELBOURNE, runner-up Oddvar Braa
for Kentucky.
missed the playoff by a Australia I AP) - Mark
of Norway
Tessa Southern 82, Southern U 74
Janet Harris tossedin single stroke, finished Edmondson and Kim
k
Texas Tech 79 Arkansas 74
EAST
Tulane 71, Texas-San Antonio 61
18 points and grfibbed 14 with a final-round 69 for a Warwick retained their
Baltimore 73,St.Francis, Pa.64
Tulsa 94, Oklahoma 96
Delaware 49, Glassboro St. 48, OT
rebounds and Wanda 278 total, 10 under par on Australian Open doubles
W.Texas St. 79, Creighton 57
Dist.of Columbia 61, Charleston SS,
FAR WEST
Holloway-had 14-points20T
Boise St. 71, Cal Poly-SLO 51
•••••••••••••••:
Georgetown, D.C. 75, Robert Morris
and 13 rebouridijor the en•••••••••
Brigham Young 67, Texas-El Paso 60
sa
California 87, Stanford 78
losers.
post a 4-3 mark. All three of the Lakers' losses have

come

ir

it

for some place kicking
-dramatics that left just
about -everyone in the
Orange Bowl wiped out.
cinnati, posted the best
"The feeling is kind of
San Francisco drive with
First Miami's Uwe von.
in
record
their
beyond description," said
cona 3-yard score and Ronnieference this season, clinx„...-Schamann had a 49-yard
Anderson, an
11-year
Lott returned
an
'field goal attempt blockching the host role for the
veteran who threw for 169
terception 20 yards for
championship game. . ed at the end of regulation
yards and led the Bengals
another. wrapup TD as
The victory over the time. Then San Diegi's
into the title game for the
the 49ers finished off the
(Hants came in San Fran- Benirschke Missed a 27first time. "We are not
Giants.
really
dacces first playoff con- yard attempt. Now it was
surprised
that
Montana finished with
von Schamann's turn
test since 1972.
we're here. We thought
20 of 31 for 304 yards. again,
and this time the
The Chargers also lookwe had a gvood team Solomon caught six for
Chargers' blocked a-- 34ed
like
a
sure thing
from the start."
107 yards and Dwight
yard try. That put Whack
against the Dolphins, rac"The reason we are
Clark grabbed five for
in
Benirschke's lap and
ing
to
that
big
first
where we are is No.14
104.
this time, the San Diego
quarter lead. But Don
(Anderson)," said Coach

however, that this road

Sometimes,

minute,

again, setting the stage..

score first will win next

teams resume their regular seasons with the fourth
Murray High's girls, remaining idle until Thursday

The Lakers, winners over Crittenden County 10472, their last contest, host the second game Tuesday

-4--

Dolphins had a 38-31 lead.

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
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Equine hospital treats horse patients for variety ofillnesses

•

NAPERVILLE, Ill. almost as big as a bowlAP - Dr. Tom Phillips ing ball, on his desk.
"I got this out of a
placed a 9-pound stone,

_

-

horse, and he lived," he
said. "It was formed in
the intestines by calcium
deposits."
The lame, the colicky,
and the diseased are
brought to Phillips' IIlinois Equine Hospital
and Clinic, located amid
35 mires
southwest of Chicago.
2,000
the
Midwest-.
-Midwest
pass through the
21-stall facility with its
hydraulic-tilt operating
table, padded recovery
stalls, X-ray examining
room and isolation
rooms.

Hog
Expansion
pianst_---eornfields
Capital Idea• About
-

_

•

Arid you can count on us to have the
capital to get your idea off the ground.
We're the Production Credit Association - agricultural credit specialists
who understand the special needs of
hog producers. Large or small plans!!
Farrow to finish. PCA has the readily
available funds you need to follow
through.
Providing a dependable source of
production dollars to agriculture is our
only business
PCA...in tune with
a
always willing 'to
help you capital ize
on a capital idea.
—We're agriculture's

•••

feeding lending hand
Lees Talk

r.

Jackson Purchase

PCA
.641 N.

753-5602

Seventy percent of the
equine patients come
from the racing industry.
Others' -ere hunters,
Jumpers ,and show
horses.
Most of the work is with
lameness, either for
evaluation or surgery to
repair knee chips and
fractures with new orthopedic techniques of using metal plates and
screws.
It used to be that race
horses with broken legs
were simply "put down."
But Phillips, who opened
his hospital in 1965, is saving many of them to race

again.
Colic (abdominal problems) takes a high toll of
horses. Of the 14 operations for such trouble
yearly at the hospital, 63
percent are saved, said
Phillips, whose facility is
on call 24 hours a day.
"Dewan Keyes was a
thoroughbred who won a
quartermillion dollars as
a 2-year-old and then was
stricken by twisted intestines," recalled
Phillips, who was a
graduate and a professor
of veterinary medicine at
the University of Illinois.
"When we got him he was

in severe pain. A horse
has 35 feet of intestines.
After surgery, Dewan
Keyes returned to racing."
Phillips' in-clinic staff
includes Joe Foerner,
who in 1971 was elected a
Fellow of the American
College of Veterinary
Surgeons, and Bill
Barclay, who had a threeyear teaching residency
at Cornell in surgery and
medicine.
An offshoot of the clinic
is an equine field service
where a separate staff
makes "barn calls."
Foerner is also consul-

tent at Brookfield Zoo
near Chicago.
"I've amputated a toe
of a kangaroo, boneplated a fractured femur
of a tiger, removed the
tumor from the nose of a
rhino and filled toe
cracks of another, fixed a
knock-kneed giraffe,
delivered a set of twins to
an antelope and retrieved
an eye cup of a performing dolphin that had
swallowed it. It's very interesting work," said
Foerner:
Hospital services, including surgery and an
average stay of eight to 10

days, usually cost about
A1,000, said Phillips.
The biggest bill of
$5,000 was run up by the
hospital's alltime star
boarder - Shirley, a 19year-old, 6,400-pound Indian elephant.
She broke a hind leg in
September 1980 while
performing for Circus
Vargas in Chicago.
Foerner reduced the fracture with a stainless teel
plate held in place with
screws. Her aftercare in
an intensive-care stall
became a challenge and a
labor of love for the staff
for two months.

Equipment replgcement studied at seminar
CHICAGO, Ill. - The Boehlje said farmerecan significant benefits to to historic criteria,"
cost-price squeeze and benefit from the recently-..farmers in moderate- to banker Bruce Otto,
Minier, Ill., said.
other income-affecting enacted Economic high-income brackets.
Knowing specifically
factors should be con- Recovery Tax Act of 1981.
"The good news is that
"Under the new Ac- what help the manufac- recent soft loan demand
sidered by farmers
before delaying equip- celerated Cost Recovery turer is offering can and high liquidity should
ment replacement, ac-,,,System rules, machinery make a big difference in enable bankers to meet
cording to Michael 1)-,/-ean be replaced on a five- equipment costs, Dennis expanding credit demand
Boehlje, professor .d( year depreciation B. Sharpe, agribusiness as farmers resume a
economics at Iowa State schedule. This increases economist for Massey- __more typical capital in- -the depreciation Ferguson,said.
University.
in the
Interest rate patterns vestment pattern
allowance and decreases
future,"
-distant
not-too
wered,iscussed.
g at t he,--tke tax bill," Boehlje also
"It is likely the cost of zOtto added.
s --e r ues odn said.
4
"We're hopeful things
Boelitie said the new funds will --remain
on
high
soon be lobking betcompared
relatively
will
provide
law
tax
can
_Tifeemhee,

'80's could very well
become the decade of interest management," he
said.

ter," Sharpe said. "The
potential for a rally in
currently soft commodity
prices lies just beneath
the surface. Plus, we're
now seeing the first
significant break in interest rates in some
time."
Peter J. Barry, professor of agricultural
finance at the University
of Illinois, predicted that
interest rates will be
highly volatile during the
next several years. "The

Barry advised farmers
to thoroughly consider all
factors affecting income
and the purchase price of
new equipment."The key
word is research. The
farmer should research
interest trends and personal income projections,
as well as loan maturity
and repayment options."

RCS of Louisville names Cook new president
-LOUISVILLE, KY. -- of Louisville Feb. 1,4e-Alton B. Cook, president cording - to J. Warren
of the Federal Tfi:---Beam chairman of the
termediate Credit Bank Fourth Farm Credit
of Wichita (Kan.) will District Board.
"We are extremely
assume duties as ,president of the Federal In- pleased to be able to anItermediate Credit Bank nounce Alton Cook as

president," Healea said. ICredit ifaiiiirW"— _Cook, 56, began work"It was important that
the president of the FICB ing in the Farm Credit
of Louisville have a firm Bank System-in 1952 as
foundation of experience assistant treasurer of the
in both Production Credit Gonzales (Texas) ProAssbciations as well as duction Credit Associathe Federal InMsmediate- tion.
In 1962, he was pro, moted to assistant vice
president and assistant
treasurer of the FICB of
Texas, Houston, and- in

ANNOUNCING_

the opening of o new firm
11111AR ARCHITECTURAL
Horoklfleteher,Jr.; Architect
and
GAMMEL ENGINNEERING
Theo Gammel, Professional Engineer
-Commercial, Residential, Industrial Architectural
and Engineering Services
602 Main Street
MURRAY,Kentucky
Telephone: 759-1267

•4Grain
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

•

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

NEW -

BIG BUCK
Calf & Mule
-

V--

liso rFonx se Feed

Sweet Feed Ii %Protein
$150

—Vur Othir Swiest
Try
.Fieji
Special Calf se Horse feed *9•1
7-1 Hog Feed $700
:32
.1,
.10.c91.11.(
..S.1111
Snow 8;Ice Salt *225 ?ill.
Round Bale Hayfeeders 57250
11.1 Buchanan Feed PURINAJ
753•
Industrial Rd.

released
s—
Election resulf‘
Fulton County,
Several elections for the annual stockholder's Roberts,
re-elected to the
were
meeting.
the Jackson Purchase
James Wilson, Ballard board of directors, acProduction Credit
and Charles cording to Charles
County,
Association took place at
•Magness, PCA president.
Thomas L. Wilson of
Carlisle County was
elected to fill the unexpired term of the late Arthur Hambrick.
Terry Green, Calloway
County, was elected to
the nominating committee.
Other named to the
committee Were Charles
Foster, Ballard County;
At The
Harvey Atwill, Fulton
County; Bobby Wilson,
Hickman County; Warren Dunn, Carlisle County; and Darrell ForHours:
rester, Graves County.
. .
8:30 a.m.-4:-- In the- financial report,
you %wild like to discuss long-term financing
Magness said the PCA
-was financially strong
with a net worth of approximately $13 million.
He emphasized the
employees and management were strongly interested in membership
and, provide many ser14,,
//,'
lifeesibfarmers.
The Jackson Purchase
PCA covera—tallard,
Cal-Lowly-, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman
and McCracken Counties
with a loan volume of approximately $80 million
and a membership of
3,700.

LAND BANK

Outp9st Office
Murray
:PCA Office Building

1Southern States

$2000 Per Ton
Off
Feed

Save
50( Off

Feed

Burchett
finalist

On Every 50 Lb. Bog -

25

Off
On Every 25 Lb. Bag

Buy SOO Lb. Get
Free Boot Jack

Con-Agra
Inc.
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-

Murray, ICy.
,

I

position.
Cook also serves as a
member of the board of
directors of the National
Council of Farmer
Cooperatives.
The FICB of Louisville
serves Kentucky, Indiana, Tennessee and
Ohio through 39 PCAs. It
serves more than 101,000
members with $3 billion
In lOODS outstanding.

Buy Now

100 Lb.
111.1111111-10011 041/0

-

1970 he Was named senior
vice president.
Cook joined the FICB of
1972 as vice
Wichita
president and treasurer.
He assumed senior vice
presidential status in
January 1974.
He was named executive vice president in
December 1974. The
following year-he was appointed to his .ourrent •

Feed Blocks
$331-1a
Calf Maker

(All Milk)

$2
"Off 50

Lb. $ 1 00 off mb:__

For Bulk Fertilizer
Call 753-0182
753-1423
Murray-OK
R8 Industrial Rd.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. Michael Burchett, Rt.1,
Kirksey, was a finalist in
the 1981 Kentucky Farm
Bureau discussion
meeting in December.
The discussion meet
matched contestants in a
panel setting where they
were judged on their
overall knowledge of
farm issues and their
ability to respond to differing points of view.
Charlie Masters, Mays
Lick, won the competition. Second place went to
Terry, Burks, Glasgow.
!awry Dame, Ramsey.
also wasa finalist.
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A Baby Book
For Mr. or Miss 1982

SCOTT DRUGS

Restaurant
753-4141
IIKSHW AY 641 P. OPEN 4 PM-

753-2547

1205 Chestnut

Far Ma Rnost
In Steak
and Seafood

way
i to
mit-

the
irles
nty;
ilton
ison,
WarbunForV.
port,
PCA
rong
apon.
the
agein.
ship
set-

2 Filet Dinners
For The Parents of
Mr. or Mrs. 1982

1 Case of Baby Food

itase Baby Formula

For Mr. or Miss 1982

To Miss or Mr. 1982
Portraits, Weddings.Frames
One Day Processing

5th8 Walnut

D&T Warehouse
.-- Foods

711 So.12th 753-3822 Murray

PEopLEN.13Aprx
KY

_thicken Box

Gift Certificate

BEGLEY'S fa')

for
Mr. orMiss-1-982

is giving to the new.

Holland-Drugs

For Mr. or Miss 198r—
a Johnson's Baby Gift Set

109 S. 4th Murray
753-1462

including baby soap, powder,
lotion 8, shampoo

ti

For Mr. or Miss 1982

For The
Parents Of
Mr.or Miss 1982

Steak Dinner.
For Two -

COPY AVAILABLE

- Moray,Ky.

Savings Account
Now Open
UKIA

•

Baby
Planter

Mays
ipetient to
wow.
nsey,

Southeide Shopping Genie+

— 753-8302

For Mr. or
Miss 1982

Free
Meal
For The
Proud
Parents

olilleurrsShoeSiam

A $15.00 Gift Certificate

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

For Mr. or Miss 1982

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

First Pair

For The Parents
Of Mr. or Miss 1982
2-8 Oz. Sirloin Dinners
753-0440
Bel Air Center

Of
Minnetonka

Moccasins
SHOE
BIZZ, IR.

BE LAIR SHOPPING Ct14!I k
"MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071 •
"
PHONE 502-753-7403

•-
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WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. tinued: "You never know
AP)- Doug felt so trap- when it's going to happed when he got into an pen."
Marleen has a forp of
elevator that he began
ripping at his clpthes. agoraphobia, commonly
Judy's hands shook when called "housewife's
she served food. Marleen disease," but authorities
could not drive across a say it affects men and
bridge or shop in a crowd- women alike. It encompasses many fears ed store.
traveling away from
They are phobics
people whose lives are home, being in crowded
hampered by terrifying places, being alone in an
fears generated in their elevator, riding a train or
subway.
own minds.
Now Doug, Judy and
It can prevent phobics
Marleen are learning to from living normal lives.
change by doing the very
Doug lives in the
,things they fear most. It suburbs but works in New
begins at a phobia clinic York City. His fear of belike the one at the White ing closed in will not let
Plains Hospital Medical him take a commuter
Center.
r.#04.044__WAritAir_lead„he
"I had to deliversoinë opts for the headaches of
papers at school. I got up- bumper-to-bumper drivthere and handed them to ing.
the woman and I got red.
He is afraid of
My tongue was,tied. I got elevators, so
these weird physical feel- psychiatrists at the
ings," Marleen said at a phobia clinic sent him out
recent session where par- with a trained aide to conticipants spoke to a quer the fear.
reporter with the
An aide stood outside
understanding that their the elevator as Doug went
real names not be used.
in alone. The doors closed
Her fellow phobics nod- and a maintenance man
dpd as the woman con- stopped the elevator bet-

•

•••• •
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Beverage
5 Snakes
9 Sum up
12 Turkish
regiment
13 Barracuda
14 Tibetan
gazelle
15 Experience
17 Quickly
19 Delicate
21 Evils
22 War god
24 Babylonian
deity
25 Simian
26 Sailor
—27 Commemorative disks
Musical
sound
31 Sea eagle
• /2 Printer's

:

-

,

.
11-`41

71

!ie
,

•

1982

•

•

40-,

•

Medical _center helps p o ics conquer fear's

b

-

JanuarN I

•

measure

rnamrnal
2 Guido note
3 Oriental
4 Ceremonies
5 Conjunction
8 Scatter'
7 Equal
8 Amtrak stop
9 Nimble
10 Plaything
11 Time
periods
16 Printer's
measure
18 Party treats
20 Judges
22 The sweetsop
23 Unusual
25 Landed
27 Encounter
28 Cancel
29 Tableware
item
30 Word of
sorrow
34 Restaurant

33 Nickel
—
symbol
—44 Mountain
pass
415 Compassgt.
38 Feel indignant at
38 Macaw
39 River island
40 Greek letter
41 Inquires
42 Male deer
44 Splatter
46 African spear .
48 Practical
51 Zodiac sign
52 Monster
54 Walk
unsteadily
55 Sunburn
56 Antlered
animal
.!7 Spoken
SOWN
1 Flying

Ammer to Saturday'sPe

CCOCC =DUO
LEGUME OCCULU
UC COMM CUM
UOC.BUISOC COM
CUM COMO OU
MUCUC MCCOOK'
MCC CCM
CUCOCOC COMM
OC COMO MOO
COQ COMM OCO
COCO COMB MC
CUUDOC OUCCOU
CUCUC COCCI)
—meow
36 Actress
Hayworth
37 Realm
39 Malicious
burning
41 Houston
player
42 Stop

43-iNifteicean
Wise person
45 Gold symbol
47 Deity
49 Meadow
50 Cloth
measure
53 Teutonic
deity

MAW MAMA AWN
WMEM WERE WEE
WEEMW WMMUMMM
WEMWMM WMEM
WWMM WE 4MM
WEE WMMWEE WA
WEE WM WE lams
wm annum JEN
4MM WM WENN
WWMM WM=
WEMMWMM WMMWA
WEE WMMW WMEM
WEE OMEN WEEM
THE ANSWER LIES
WITHIN THE HEART
OF ALL MANKIND!

,
10

r—

ween floors.
pressed the 'on' but,
tbn to make it work
again. It didn't work. I
don't remember what
happened next," Doug
told the group, twisting
the end of his shirt in his
hands.
What happened is that
Doug felt himself trapped
and began removing his
clothes. He was
barechested when the
aide and maintenance
man freed him from the
_ elevator.
Psychiatrists say that
Doug is getting better by
doing the thing that
scares him; at first with
the aide and, then alone.
The clinic teaches
phobics that they can control their panic if they
just let it happen and
monitor the fear as it
rises and falls.

-"You go through a
of terrible experiences and it goes
away," Or: Frederic J.
Neuman, leader of the
group, told Doug. "You
say to yourself, 311 didn't
go crazy thel94von't."
Phobics are not crazy,
psychiatrists say. They
are afraid of fear, afraid
of losing control, afraid of
embarrassing
themselves. They have
taken a natural, healthy
emotion - fear - and let
it run their lives.
Ordinary events such
as entering a new store
for the first time set off
alarm bells of panic,
sweating, rapid
breathing, a feeling of impapding death or collapse
and dizziness, all for
reasons the phobic cannot
understand.
"If you imagine the

most terrible thing in the
world happening, 'a
phobic person feels that
in an ordinary, everyday
circumstance," said Jo
Ann Antonelli, an aide
and former phobic who
for 12 years was afraid to
leave her house.
Dr. Manuel D. Zane,
who founded the clinic 10
years ago, said that
phobias develop because
of stress, usually in the
early 20s as young adults
confront for the first time
emotional upheavals like
death, sickness, graduation, childbirth, marriage
or divorce.
'They get into life a littlejiltand start getting_
some of 'the real
pressures and that's
when it starts to happen,
when the stresses begin,"
Zane said.
The feelings are in-

reaction and to recognize herself across a bridge
that their fears are not that she pulled her car off
coming from reality but the road and sat for an
from their imaginations. hour. Like many phobics in
A six-month follow-up
on one group showed 7.8 the clinic, she keeps a
percent felt they had been diary, writing down her
helped by the clinics and fears and her reactioits.
progressed even further And like many, Marleen
afterwards. The figures is finding this year,for inwere similar on a four- stance, she had a different approach to the
year follow-up.
holidays.
Most of those in Dr.
"I have a terrible fear
Neuman's group showed
with the holidays coming
progress by their third
shopping iq
week. - .- r--- - ---- of Christmas
Crowded stor -41 - she
"All I knew was there
Judy,- whose hands *said. "I usua '
have it
was something wrong shake when she serves done before
anksgivwith my body and I didn't guests, still has not stop- ing because I can't take__ _
,_.
know what it was," said , ped the fear or .the shak- crowded stores."
,
Bill, another phobic. "Ali---ing. Ruth, married and in - But this year, Marbiel—
:
I knew was that I reacted her early 203, said she_4„.44...d__..un ti_i the
under certain conditions had terrible dreams Christmas rush to do an
and the reaction couldn't about being crushed in an her shopping. She smiled
elevator that shrinks like as she told the group her
be controlled."
In the eight-week a tight box around her.
reason.
Marleen was so stunnclinics, phobics pay 8480
"I want to be like a norto learn how to control the ed when she drove by mal person," she said.
1
•

creased by the fact that
the phobic feels alone
with the fear, he said.
"No one talks about it.
You grow up in a society
where you don't ordinarily disclose what we're
feeling," Zane-said. "You
finally feel you can't
stand it and it just bursts
out in a panic."
Phobics sometimes
mistake the reaction for
higti blood pressure,
heart disease or some
physical illness.

Commandments still hanging on school walls
OWENSBORO, Ky. voted to take down the
AP) - The Ten Corn- framed copies of the commandments still hang in mandments.
the Daviess, Ohio, Hanflurry of protest
cock and McLean County early in 1981 against the
schools, despite a year- _high court's ruling has
old U.S. Supreme Court died down. Many school
decision that Kentucky officials contacted seemcannot require the ed surprised when a
Biblical laws be posted.
reporter asked what had
Officials of those happened to the plaques.
districts say either that
Glenn Dulican,
they have the matter
under study or that they superintendent- of the
are awaiting a state court Daviess County schools,
decision on an appeal that called the Ten Commanda Crittenden County ments question touchy.
"It's still under a study,"
group has filed.
The Owensboro and he said. "The board just
Muhlenberg County hasn't voted to take them
- _
school boards remain the down."
Superintendents-el the
only boards that have

that required copies of opinion does not carry the question. The result was
the Ten Commandments force of law. In April, confusion, as school
be posted at private ex- Beshear said he planned boards were caught betno further action on the ween murky legalities
pense in public schools.
and irate citizens.
matter.
The court ruled that the
In his opinion, Beshear
The state Board of
law violated the constitusaid school boards that
tional separation of Education that same did not take down the plachurch and state but that month also advised local ques risked legal action.
it did not specifically for- school boards to take
Ironically, Crittenden
bid school districts from down the plaques. The County was sued for
Muhlenberg
County_-following Beshear's advoluntarily posting the
Old Testament mandates Board'of Education voted vice.
in April to remove the
A group of Critttenden
, In January, 1981, state plaques. Owensboro
Attorney General Steve school officials voted in County citizens, in their
suit, said the plaques -Beshear advised school June.
were donated to the
boards that he inter--ereted the Supreme_ -The Supreme Court district long before
Court's ruling to mean justices later refuoed to state passed the 1978 laW=
In November 1980, the the Ten Commandments clarify .their decision, and that removal violated
.Supreme Court struck had to come down.
leaving it up to Ken- the donors' constitutional
down a 1978 Kentucky law
An attorney general's tuckians to settle the rights.
Central City, Hancock
and Ohio districts also
reported that their
boards have done nothing
about the plaques.
McLean County
Superintendent Joe Anthony said his board was
awaiting results of the
Crittenden County suit.
There is only one plaque hanging in the Greenville schools - in an
elementary school
library, said Superintendent O.V. Jones. The
Greenville boa rdalsahas
_
taken no action.

Ex-consfic* t uses painti

:&é-new.--start

ELKTON, Ky.(APV--.
During the nine years
Denzil Means served in
West Virginia's Moundsville State Penitentiary
for stealing four cases of
beer, he learned how to
paint.
Three months after his
release, he had painted
every _ judge_ in West
Virginia - plus Abe
govern4=t-aad th.e_
secretary of state.
It's a good thing he did
because he also had been
arrested for passing bad
checks and was facing 10
more years in the
'joint/' Means' paintings
saved him from another
stint in prison.
His renown spread to

•

NeifOrleans and-be went- him recently.
percent of the selling raped and killed in -known local people in
--there to paint Bourbon
He also plans to do por- price. He feels he is not Chicago. His mother, order to establish a
Street scenes. But New_traits of Christian County cheating the inmates grandmother, and reputation as an artist.
Orleans was too w.ild for -Sheriff-elect Bill Dillard "because they got their several other relatives He Is trying to---scrape
him.
and Hopkinsville Mayor- three hots and a flop," or, were killed in another car together enough money to
"You got to be drunk to elect Sherry Jeffers free three meals and a place wreck, and another buy all the painting:
brother died of the drugs equipment he needs.
live there," he said. -I-of charge. Also without to sleep.
So he hopped a trainto "pay, Means is going to . Altholigh Meanssaid he he was using to treat his
Since he arrived here
Knoxville, Tenn. and end- - paint a mural at the Brit= ha's Paintints - of cancer. While means liv- -via--frht train, he had
ed up in Todd County, mart Baptist Church.
dignitaries hanging in the ed in New Orleans,hebritt to-troffe light, with just
Ky., at the home of J.C.
iiia dog,-Bullet, a bottle of
Sometime this month, West Virginia State three cars stolen.
His wife, from whom he -water and a bottle -ofHayes, a friend's uncle. Means plans to establish Capitol and the goverThis is where he intends
studio and gallery in nor's mansion, he does is now separated, mar- -wine.
His benefactor, Hayes,
to stay because the cowl-7:
-flopkinsville.. - -- not want to go back there ried him while he was in
tryside reminds him of
In addition to his own because he "knows too jail, and he was released said he will help Means
"as long as he helps
his home state of West work, Means plans to set- many people in on their anniversary.
Right now, Means is do- himself. And I'd say he's
Virginia.
-- .. , art done ' by- KentUcky----chirientoo:,
f
11 doing pretty good."
• t
Trying to get off on the prisoners an"makea
d
"I'm sitting on a razor
right foot, Means painted, sack so full of money that
a portrait of outgoing a Barnum and Bailey blade there. When I itarL,
Christian County Judge- show dog-couldn't jump meeting with. political
people, all my partners
Executive William F. Ed- -aver
:
,
that
I've done time with,_
munds and presented it to
As president of the they tease me about playprison Jaycees chapter, ing around with 'The- _I THINK I'M IN THE
Means made a lot of con- Man," he said. "Then
WRONG BUILDING!
2Agice
Notice
tacts in many prisons, in- the people on the other 2.
cluding Kentucky's Ed- side of the fence tell me to
a New tears
Check these advantages:
dyville State Peniten- stop playing around with
"
(Resolution - call today for
Cull color portraits, Black
on appointment for your
tially. Re feels there is a my people."
N and whites for publica
Womilysportrint.
ton We can copy your
market for the things
A likeable man, it is
old print while you wait
Carter
prisoners paint, craft or amazing that Means
411
has
Curter
draw.
•
Studio
not turned bitter through
•
Means said he had a all the hard luck he has
Studio
411
753-8291
4300 Main
similar business in West endured. Besides spen753-8291
d300 ma.
Virginia but lost it wbena _airig time in jail, most of
buddy of his jumped bail his family has been killLEO'S GRAND
that he had paid.
Moo or
OPENING,
ed.
As his charge for handlthsee's hots
A brother died in an
FREE
ink the prisoner? ---111;aiitOmobile accident and
*Wt.40 Oft---DIAMOND
Means plans to take 70
1 -year-old sister was
;rag
DRAWING.
Ina hots
GOLD-SILVER139.95
GEMS
GUI ntire
wall Merclioadist
Spode: Disguised P000loots
/
1 3 Price
$12-021. Solior I chola
YEAH, BUT YOU KNov.1
Hats,
hits, Straw
shirts,
14.00. Size Oro rig
HOW SLOW HE IS
cuts all kamllags.
$4.01. Work Olio while
EVERYTNIN&
yew witch sod omit.
ACROSS
Market
Veroon's
2 oeph
qounthono
try _....
. Ammer le FedliP
hh
1 Ingulgence
kestrel 13% bud crynol
Store
Wostere
6 Naiv
for jevelry-decor. Net FinlCCM COO CMOC
Olympic Plaza
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ey, set expiesive. Located
CCM UCC MCC
ative
753-7113
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ven t
404 N. 12th 753-9099.
9-9 Deily
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5 Allude
12 Concludes
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6
7 Art
Losios
14 Sun god
1-6 Sunday
UUOUOU MCCUE]
sad Oft See. S Mom.
15 Quarrels
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0012
17 Parts of a
8 Away
9 Female
uUCCUC MCC=
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ruffs
18 Goal
NCO UUU
eceful
11 Chr
Nahoor
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2
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2 Small
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13 Begin
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

NOPE. YOU'LL
I-IAVE TO DRIVE
BACK TO CAMP
AND GET SOME

a.

-

NOTICE

25 Harvests
27 Negative
prefix

GET uP,WONG.
DON'T TRY FOR TI-IA
GUN.OR DEVIL
WILL MAKE MINCEMEAT OUT
OF YOU.

_
•

21 Meets
24
„.•-• -al tu
networks
Coarse
26 Blackboard------ hominy
emacrlars
2
38
0A
VPPcwi
icilitan
h:cary 29(limes wee 39 Created a
34
2S
Av oicanpo
31 Corundum
disturbance
's 33 Otologists
40
35 Fragment
weight
43 Smallest
36 Certain
35 Grave
number
38 Cubic meter
4 1 110,10
Caesar
42 Pertaining to
thew
44 Name for a
Dublin lass
45 Tear
47 Clocked
49 — don I say!
50 Turkish
moment
52 Extra
Presidential
54
monogram
55 Allow
57 Sofa
59 Parts of clans
60 Woolen cloth

46 Remove rind
48 Traced
51 Demon
53 Summer. in' '
Nice
56 Pronoun
58 Tellurium
symbol

THE PROPERTY ASSESSMENT BOOKS
WILL BE OPEN FOR LISTING REAL
ESTATE, PERSONAL TANGIBLE, AND INTANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY BEGINNING JANUARY 4, 1982, AND EXTENDING THROUGH FEBRUARY.
THE BOOKS WILL BE OPEN FOR TAKING
APPIICATIONS FOR HOMESTEAD EXEMPTIONS FOR HOMEOWNERS WHO
• HAVE BECOME 65 OR WILL BE 65 YEARS
OF AGE DURING 1982.
•

1-041-1-11- 1r
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is
'suit was
school
ught betlegalities
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Beshear
rds that
ri the plaaction.
rittenden
tied for
ar's ad-

_
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1.
ER-

ALE
ON
TOR
NTT

WANTED

CLAYTONS
753-7575

and carpeted,
painted inside and
out,
immaculately
Spinot-Consolo
White pointer bird 7
- p--kept. Has central
with orange oars. IraNei
-gas heat, 4
A0s.For Rent
ale
A nswers---10listed: lespaisible party
name Lady. QIN 153bedrooms,;
2610. $20. reward.
t• take or« isv nieatkly
rge den. Range,'
mimeos ea spinet plow.
Is loosen refrigerator,
6. Help Wanted
Coe lie sena locally. Writs
dishwasheu,
MUR-CAL
credit nanager: P.O. la
$110 Per Week Part
disposal, draperies
_Lrionst----414- Home. We13--in Sbelbvvilic
APARTMENTS
included. Outside
Ster, America's forestorage building,
most dictionary cam
1, 1 I 3 ham
pany needs home
carport. Owners
Ras
no.
$16500
Exterminating,
23.
w
_
workers to update local
moved
North limped ail Neely cia
mailing lists All ages,
realistically priced
experience untleceSdreamt mid hut std W.
this home at
0
sary."-Can 1 7/6-$42-61100.
areeill, Withal wheats.
Ext. 5112.
$59,900. For quick
011ks Horn Mst-Fri. 9*
P MURDER
Good money part-time.
sale.
100N.
Sell handbags and acOWNER LEFT
cessories. Call 502-472lisranool Dr..
TOWN-MAKE
0062 alter 4p.m. We
Nunn ly.
OFFER
train.
Kelley's Termite
932.159-4N14
This lovely, 3
Need 4 ladies to do saleS
loll Neale Owe**
work Not door to door
bedroom,- 2 bath
lb Pest Control
Part-time up to $100.
B.V. taftd-Cally
Phew
753-3914
per week and full time
411111111MIIMINIIMMelewle Extra large furnished 2
locatd at 1501 Lonup to $200 and up. For
bedroom upstairs
don Drive, Canterinterview send name, 14.M isceilaneous
apartment. Water fur
bury. So many
address and phone
1981 Zenith Video Re. nished, central-gas heat
number: Rt. 5 Box 375B
quality features,
and air. Couple
corder
with
5
Cali
tapes.
Murray, Ky. No interkitchen appliances,
----preferred-T-Sia-tto-pets
7534727.
views on Pftone.
all draperies InAAA CUSTOM MADE 753-1203.
CABINETS, bookcases, Extra nice 2 bedroom,
c lu d e d . Newly
9. Situation Wanted
music centers, etc. unfurnished duplex in
painted, inside and
Westwood Subd. With
Will do house cleaning Reasonable. 434-2566.
out
last year. Douevenings and week- Firewood. Order now fireplace, patio, stove,
ble garage,
ends. Have references. and burn seasoned wood refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal and
automatic opener,
Call 437-4975.
this winter. 436-2758.
washerdryer hook-up.
beautiful land$265. month -plus desea pe4Tiot.-Mi4posit. 7-59-19-30 oc60's.
305-792-5565.
amormil

5. Lost and Found

L.P. Miller St.(Amnia hew ramesealty Caster)
Swishing In Senior Citizens

Opal Naas
Toes., Timm., Fri., Set.
8-12 - 753-3685

DRAFTING
PROCESS PIPING
Air Prolects all Pools, lec , a tow 3N carpal* ash
N is as pistils it Mistrial gnu,omit lipids,*Pal
leleneeliales.
pussies suipast Is N inselials 'optimal lir as wisest Iriltspirsa iso host Wiwi%
ispartmal.
This pail* ;wild N respisile Is kiddie all Wout Pre
PP *newt pgiot swam atter beilings etan MI PUN
claim kills of annals lit IN minim sel prowl ad
Winans

•

WIPP cardilabs 'Noll tin n Associates Wires Ns
11111110in all 11 furs keens norms primarily le pa.
ass /Wag
Ii Oa a nepotist salary PI cosproesesles made
programs II no ent a lairs Is pie n mull% opolioNgi
al no mr penmen romninusi, pan aid I WNW
mese al arm normal Is
Slew was

AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.
•
•
•

P.Olex 91
Wert tilt, Wetly 47121
ras Wooer Noun at

A 0111-Rtoefingit

Furnished or unfurnished 1 bedroom
apartment in lakefrOnt.
house
Wood burning
stove. Panorama
----Shores.--436-24114 or 7537272. "
-Nice I-bedroom apartment, carpeted, No
pets. S125, per month
plus deposit required.
1602 Datsun St. Call
753.6564.
One bedroom, kitchen,
bathroom, living room.
$150. month. $100. de
posit. Call 153-9251-01,.
753-5414
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Hwy 121N.
next to fairgrounds.
College boys preferred.
Call 753-3139.
One bedroom, 180. 2
bedroom, $100. Stove,
refrigerator, and, water
furnished at Lynn
Grove Phone 753.7874,
One or 2 bedroom
apartments for rent at
Embassy Apts. Call
753 3530 or 753-4331.
Three room furnished
apartment. 400 S. 6th St.
247 1459,
Two bedroom apart
menu for rent. Range,
Oven, refrigerator, dis
hwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer
hookup, air, carpet No
pets. One year lease and
$775 deposit required.
$725 per month. Call
/53 2622 or753 3865.
Iwo bedroom duplex
do,irlment 1714 PegUY
Aner,Murr.iy 492 5215

Located in Bagwell
Manor near shopping. An unusually
good home at only
$66,900.00.
IN
PERFECT
1909 Westwood,
almost new duplex,
cedar siding, each
side Te--atitra 2
LR., living room,
kitchen, bath, wall
to wall carpeting,appliances, city
water and sewer.
Each side rents for
$225. See this one
soon. In 50's.
507 WHITNELL ST.
3 bedroom, 1 bath,
B y., carport - very
nice home, newly
painted inside and
out. Electric heat,
window air conditioner, near Bel-Air
Shopping, schools,
restaurants-,
-etr.:
30's. Cheok soon
will go fast at this
location.

Iwo bedroom house
Gas heat 509 Vine St
Phone 362 8063

Strout.
Realty

35. Farmsfor Rent
Office Gest te Cow
Bryon fres Everywhere
ININNe Service SilK• 1900
1912 Csieweter dead
Merray, Kentucky 42971
(502) 753.0156
Anytime.
101 L. KENMON
Weker
Licewsini &

33 acre farm -country
home. 3 bedrooms, 7
builgings. $300 a month.
A month advance rent. 3
references. 753-5281
after 6pm,,
.

37. Livestock-Supplies
Bull for sale, 2 year old
nereford 436 5377

Pordons & Nonni
Insonoroce &
Real Estate
Sortirside C000rflk.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

AK C German Shepard
puppies 28 champions
in 5 generations. Also
guard dogs. Call 502 5.54
2153.
Dachshund puppies 11
weeks old. 2 females,
black, $45. No papers
474-2325
Male Cockerspaniel, 8
months old wttti papers.
753-9274 after 5p.m.

43 Real Estate

753-1222
Ftlet LAT&
111114=116.

I

Take This
Commercial
Home...Please!
Building For
No kidding, owner
Rent
must sell. He's
Commercial
been transferred
building at corner
from Murray to
4th
Sycamore
Omaha. He's leavStreets fox
ing behind an
rent.Ideal for office
assumable loan.
use or any retail
Poor guy! 7.We've,
business. Phone
,got every conKopperud Realty"
fidence this home
for all the details.
will sell within the
55 Acres
month. Three
For Sale
bedrooms with
Lo vely
delightful decor,
acreagetract at the
beamed ceiling
edge of Murray,
greatroom, pravwith 35 acres within
tical utility and
*way city limits.fenced yard pro--Crop lar
‘
S).imber
vides home for
and rc, cPg pasture.•
your family. Dial
A unique parcel of
753-1492 now.
land with a variety
HALFWAY TO
of potential uses.
HEAVEN
Phone
Kopperup
or maybe even
Realty 753-1222 for
closermore information.
Row cropping,
••••••L
livestock or a com44. Lots for Sale
bination of both
tobacco barn, Approximately 44 acres
milkhouse, far- on corner of Penny road
and Spring Creek
rowing house, year
Church road. Call 419round spring-fed
2425.
creek runs through
46. Homes for Sale
the property into a
3 bedroom brick house.
30-acre water shed
--Carpet throughout, I
lake. 011-Yes,
-bathes, large living
ladies, there
ran and den. 2 CAW_

'four bedroom_
brick home
pampered by its
owners. What
more could you
ask? How about
financing you say?
We.have that also
on this 293 acre
country estate.
Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
brochure on this
estutc. After hours
dial 43641U.

garage with large stor.:._
age room. Call 489-2145
or 753-2193.
One unit of duplex near
university. $17,500._ Resellable, rental or _
tirement property. 7537
2649,759-1074.
Retire near lake at Pine
Bluff Shores. Lead
simple life under
$20,000. 753-2649, 759
1074.
T.hree bedroom brick
house. Sell reasonable.
Located near Coldwa
ter. 489 2818,

49. Used Cars

Mint1105, RALRISO
1200 Sycamore
Miavoy. Kentucky 42071
003753,#497

1971 Volvo
2 door,
4 cylinder, -air- condi•
lion. 759,4645.
1973 Buick Station WA
gon $550 759-14.65.
1977 Delta Royale.
$2500. 1980 Citation.
$4800. Call 753-9400.

FOR UV1Alrer

For Sale
42 Acres
Near Kentucky
Late In -the Ledbetter Church 'community
choice parcel- of
wooded acreage.
Owner financing
available - very attractive terms.
Phone 753-1 222,
Kopperud Realty
for directions and
all other details.
For Sale
Large
Commercial
Building
8000 square foot
concrete block
building in like new
condition. Central
heat and air,
loading dock, front
display - showroom
area, offices, and
large warehouse
area. Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty for all
details.

53. Services Offered

1974 Ford Station Wagon. Drives good, new All your plurnblng- and
inside
$575 or best air conditioning needs.
Also do carpentry, pain
offer 753 9672,
ting, roof
1976 Monte Carlo. Good
ing and concrete. All
condition Call 753 0573.
work done to satisfaction. 753 2211.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lOts sealed by
Sears. For free
estimates call 753-2310
Automobile mechanic
will do work on automatic and all gasoline
1977
engined trucks. All work
0
.
Ford
guaranteed. Can 437Granada
,646.
Ghia.
Concrete block and
brick work. 20 years
Iii Vale =II
experience. Free esCall 753-5176.
Good condition, timates.
Fence sales at- Sears
clean, good family - now. Call Sears 753-2310
free estimate for
car. Asking 52,308. for
your needs.
Call 753-6821 after 5 For your lime hauling
and lime spreading,
plc
white rock, gravel,
sand, coal hauling
1979 Cutlass Supreme. call 753-4545 or see Roger
Local, one owner, AM - Hudson. Located 10
FM 8 -track, 16,000 m iles east on Hwy 94.
miles. $5400. 753-3909 or Furniture Stripping and
753 8084 after 6p.m. Ask RePair. Call 753-7199.
for Ken.
General` hauling. Lime,
1979 Madza 626. 4 white rock, rip rap,
cylinder, 5 speed, air, morter, sand, lumber,
30mpg. $5000. Call 527. ties and machinery.
0962.
Call 753-6626 after 6pm.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut- ,
Model AM
Concorde 4 door ters installed for your
specificatio
Call
sedan, one owner, Sears 753-2310ns.
for free
low mileage, like estimate.
new.
K & K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you need stumps
Purdom
removed from your yard
Oldsmobile
or land cleared of
Pontiac
stumps? We can rerime stumps up to 24
Cadillac
inches below the
1406W. Main Street
ground, leaving only
' 753-5315
sawdust and chips. Call
for tree esttrriates-.. Sob
Kemp 435-4313 or Bob --SO. Used Trucks
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
1968 Chevrolet pickup. Need work on your
Phone 753-0645 after trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
1976 4-wheel drive and a removal and more. Call
1976 Chevrolet pickup. B OVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Proail 759-1843.
1980 CJ5 Jeep. 4 Win--TessiiMal-tree care.
der; 4 speed,- 18,000 753-8536.
miles, canvas top. P rof essiona'l
paperhanging, painting,
$5500. Call 527-0962.
80 GMC Van Conver- farm buildings, top,
sion. Fully customized sides, commercial or
with refrigerator, sink, residential. Call
stereo, couch (converts Tremon Farris.
into bed), rally wheels, 759-1987.
custom paint and cap- T J CLEANS CHIMs NEYS. Unclean chimn
I
t
clooirS, 13,000 miles. ney is a dangerous
chimney. Call collect
Reply VS3-50_1_4_00!
247-2874.
5:1. Services Offerecl
Tree trimming and
ALCOA All_1(1/11INUM_ removal. Hedges and.
SIDING or vinyl siding._.shrubs. Firewoort-7SV
and trim. Aluminum 5476. .
trim for brick houses. Wet basement? We
make wet basements
Jack Glover 753-1873.
dry, work completely
APPLIANCE SER• guaranteed. Call or
VICE, KENMORE, write: Morgan ConWHIRLPOOL and struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
WESTINGHOUSE. 20 409 A Paducah, Ky.
years- experience. 42001 or call day or
Bobby Hopper, Bob's night 1-4427026.
Appliance Service, 203 S
Will sharpen hand saws,
5th. 753-4872 or 753-8886.
chain saws and skill
Alexander Septic Tank saws. Call 753-14656.
Cleaning. Vacuum
cleaned from your
driveway. Industrial,
ROOFING
residential, or comBUILT-UP & SHINGLES
mercial
2,4 hour
eforatices. All work
service. Call 753-5933.
guaranteed. Free
Estisusates. Coll 759Alegi= Sortiti
1859 or 7534581.

For
Sale

38. Pets-Supplies

going rioyl sidle!,
cistern Iris work.
Memos. Call Will El
busy, 1531W.

•

---

•

_

-

55. Feed and Seed
Mixed hay, large_roundbales. 115. per bale. Call
753 0649 after 6pm.

Dink.4
.
-Service
NA.mesum= The Paper
And Save For A Needy Reference)

REAL ESTATE
153-5060

753-1222

30
49 Used Cars

43. Real Estate

34. Houses for Rent

-FOR
RENT

Hair Cots $1.00
Shampoo, Shave sad Haircot $2.75

EAL
ININEN -

MG
EX'HO
IRS

-

225

;y frond
53-91199.
Ain.; N
U.

34. Houses for Rent

Firewood
Seasoned or Furnished room 1 block
Experienced baby sit
ling tA my home Have unseasoned. 12S. r.ck from MSU Kitchen and
references. Reasonable delivered Call 436 2744 laundry facilities. $50
after 5pm
rates. 753 4632.
month. Call 759 4538.
Will do bablisitting, Firewood for sale 620. Private furnished room
1 1/2 story only
Call-for men students one
sitting with elderly rick delivered
people, and also house 437 4731
-half block off campus.
$ 1 6 , Ashley
cleaning Available any SE A SON E D Private entrance, kit
wood heating unit.
hours. 435 4402
FIREWOOD
Mixed chen, air condition,
hardwoods 18".24" utilities furnished $410
1
acres land.
11. Instruction
°available. $27.50 a rick per s-emelter
1626
Lakeway
Shores. 2
Gymnastics Classes delivered. Call John Hamilton. Call 753 1342
or 753-8572.
Murray Gymnastic Boyer at 753-8536.
level house, 3
Center. 753 0129
Small super market in
BR., fireplace and
excellent condition irt 34. Houses for Rent
15. Articles for Sale
Mayfield Ky. 502.217- Available immediately,
wood stove.
Poulan chain saw. 16in. 1461 or 247•5961 after well insulated 5 room,
$115.
Duplex
730 pm.
bar
Call after 6pm
re decorated house near
492 8414.
Warm
Morning
3
apt.,
gas
rooms
and
Murray.
East.
94
Olympic Pima
heating stove. 1 year Couples only. No pets,
blocks
2
16.
Home Furnishings
141 Gold chain 16"
old. Call 753-0727.
$150. References. De
$12.95
East of_AISU.
Almost new large chest Wood for Sale. $25 a Posit. 753-7551.
rick. Call 419-2101 or Beautiful homn;Miles
14 1 Gehl Mil IS freezer. 492 8761.
3.
49-2231.
east of Murray. 4 bedS16.115 -19. Farm Equipment
rooms and
room, 3 bath, den,
Rooting Hearts $2.85
central heat and air,
Nice 1973
diesel 26. TV Radio
Newly decorated.
Free Geld Gift With Ford tractor5000
with heat pump. Rewith 1500 Five foot tv regularly
753.4$$
decorated
Before
2p.m.
loch $50.00 Pur- actual hourS,_Call 753- $2000. Priced to sell
753-0858, after 4.3Op.n1
1513 or 753 7746.
chase.
$850. Call days 753-0153,
•
753-8943.
nights 753-3222.
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
72. Musical
1(11 fS1,111
Five room house, utility
753-7113
room. Downtown, $150.
& POOPIRT, MANAG1441.“
Peavey Sound System,
month
$50. deposit
Large
10 channel board, 2
References required.
speakers
with
43. Real Estate
stands.
Selection
Watkins specials. Black
753.3690.
753-5279 after 5:00.
pepper, vanilla, men
Used TV's
Three bedroom house
thol camphor ointment. Royal Piano. Plays
25" Color $39.95
unfurnished. Close to
Trevor or Geraldine good $75. firm. 753-4129
19" color, 13" C01- university. 489 2414.
Mathis 753 8284.
Two bedroom furnished
cir, 19" B/W
mobile home. $150. per
PIANO
3. Card of Thanks
month rent. $75. securFOR SALE
On Monday, November
ity deposit. No pets. Call
• 753-7575
woo* ippon& party
30, 1981, we lost our
753-4808.
te sewn AIM seal*
house and its contents to
peyseatiel'ieVaiiiiiteele
fire. Many things have
27. Mobile Home Sales
piano. Can be seen Mei*
happened since. We
1974 Country Squire
Write: (include phone
wish to thank the fourtrailer. 52x12, all elecismabm) Credit lAnnagar,
teen firemen and many
"Professional Services
tric, kitchen,furnished.
P.O. Ms 521, lockemeyer,
volunteers, including
$4000. Call 527-0962.
It 62219
family and friends, who
With The
responded then, and
Friendly Touch"
28.
Mobile
Home
Rentals
numerous churches,
After Office
church school classes,
Trailer for rent. 2
SPINET CONSOLE
youth groups, church
Hours
bedroom
near
Murray.
PIANO FOR SALE
choirs and many in
No pets. 489 2611.
753-8277
Wanted: Rospassible
dividuals who have
Trailer for rent. See
or ISSAII36
responded during our
party to take over
"Professional Sopiwker-Brandon Dill at Dill's
loss and need:with their
Wen
TEAS
be
cao
pismTrailer
Court.
With
Thoo:
prayers for US, gifts of
IS IT!!
locally. Writs Mr. Two bedroom furfriendly Teed"
food, clothing, furThis newly listed
Powers, Box 327, nished, water and garnishings, and money.
After Office
bage. $100. month plus
Your responses, eshome offers size,
Carlyle, lin
-tiers
$50. deposit. 753-6534.
•- .
pecially at the Christquality and location
62231.
Two bedroom in
mas season, make us
1514277
all at a reasonable
more ,mindful of your
Murray. Gas heat, 2 air
Sr
7534036
price! Brick
love and kindness. Our
conditionerS, car_pet
YOU'LL-PALL
house was lost, but our
veneer;
throughoilf. "Wei pets.
-4.-`extra
home is strengthened
759-1305
IN LOVE
large bedrooms,
because our faith in God
WITH...
with huge closets, 2
-Rospondlle party to 30. Business Rentals
and in mankind has
tri-level
This
beaufull Oaths,. den with
proven to sustain us.
Mks op persoats on
ty
lots on
, big
Thanks to all of you for
your kindnss, concern
Camelot Dr. in
kitchen-dinnette,
and love. Hilman and
Kingswood Sub.
central gas heat and
Evelyn Coles and Roy
Newly decorated -air-conditioning.
Glenn Hill.

HORN BUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

1 deb
Pa Hag
is while
d welt.
tcrystal
Net Is-

33. Rooms for Rent

CLAYTONS

itttenden
in their
plaques
-to the- --fore -Mist1978 Isfolviolated
:itutional

3-8293

-

3011.-Apt. with
bob.

ke a nor1
said.

or your

24. Miscellaneous

1.- •

beta.

Marleeiii 1 the.
-to do ar
e smiled'
roup her

veer
odey for

9. Situation Wanted

:YlitEiset,71-1912 "
14

`•

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.

ible fear
; coming
ipping in
1," she
have it
anksgivin't take.

r, Hayes,
lp Means
he helps
say he's
d."

I'm p.., ifontla

THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 7539356

obics in
keeps a
awn her
qictiorts.
Marleen
r,for in.
a difto the

eople in.
iblish
in artist..
o -scrape
money to
painting
eds.
ved here
1, he had
with just
i bottle of
bottle

AI.ky.:1-41111*.N

-v-31E

"Professional
With The
Fries*, Touch"
After Office
Moors
7534277
or/13-9036

Taxi Cab Service

Very nice home,
1111__Assement.
Electric heat, air
conditioner, close to
M.S.U., shopping,
etc. on shady lot. 2
B R's up., I large
bedroom, utility,
garage and basement level. _Only
$26,900.00.

,NEW QUALITY •
HOME
In Canterbury - enjoy the good life in
this lovely 3 H.R.,
B.V., 21
/
2 bath
home. Entry foyer,
large family room
with fireplace. Central elec. heat
pump, lovely
carpeting. Double
garage, automatic
opener In 811's
la

:Police
911

6 n.ns.-Mieinight 7 Days A

911

Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

CHIMNEY

Poison

-GOOD
MELGRBORRODD
1211 Woodlawn -

4

Aluminum

DOCTOIt':_ service
armee,Semen Ser VIC.

Qualify Service

CO•

Company

turps
Chternine end Repair

Akominom mod V1011----- Heating end Air Con Custom trio - ditioning Sales; Soles
and Service Modern
work. Itoirtroncos.
sheet Metal & Service
Call WrIll Ed Maley,
Deportment:
753-0489.

Might
412-8913
Day
753 4)50

753-7588'

Loyd A. McClure

Siding,

--Evo
t

753-9290

SeumilleemommiemeNkienmemememommN
‘

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Rust Signs
Murals
Truck
lettering
Gold Leaf _

753-5131
Calloway Connty
Rescue Squad

.A11 Two,

OERRT*9
MUM REWIRE
CADMUS & CIPSTINA
WINNAWIllt1I11111
•CUSTOS MILT Fillt1ll111111
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Consumers warned about sales

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Rose's
rites Sunday

Farmer dies;
rites today

Love dies; rites at church
Services for Hunter
Love were Sunday at 2
p.m. at First Baptist
Church with Dr. Bill
Whittaker and the Rev.
G. T. Moody officiating.
Wayne Halley directed
the music with Joan
Bowker as organist,
Allene Knight as pianist,
and Mrs. James Hunter
Love as soloist.
Pallbearprs were John
Bowker, John Harper,
Wayne Garrison, Mark
Allen Vinson;Craig Thurman and Rudolph
Howard. Burial was in
Murray City Cemetery
with arrangements by J.
H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
Love, 79-, died Friday at
11:15 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. Born Oct. 25,
1902, in Calloway County,
he was the son of the late
William Love and Flora
Sale Love.
The Murray man was a
member of First Baptist
Church. He had been in
photography business in

Services for Mrs. _ Services for George P.
Charlene Rose were Sum.-:---Farmer were today at 1
day at 2 p.m. in the p.m. in the chapel of J. H.
chapel- of Collier Funeral Churchill Funeral Home
Home, Benton. The Rev, with Connie Wyatt ofRandy Shelton officiated. ficiating•
Pallbearers were Pete
Burial was in Marshall
Count y Memory Farley, Joe Pat Farley,
A. E. Rottman, George
Gardens.
Satterwhite, Dee Lamb
Mrs. Rose, 72, Rt. 1
Hardin, died Friday at and Tom Bell. Burial was
10:55 a.m. at Marshall in New Providence
County Hospital. She was Cemetery.
Farmer, 76, 517 South
a member of Olive BapSeventh St.,. died Saturtist Church.
She is survived by her day at 11:55 a.m. at
husband, Toy Rose; two Westview Nursing Home.
daughters, Linda Troxell, His wife, Tellus StubRt. 3, Calvert City, and blefield Farmer, died July 10, 1975.
Patsy Buie, Paris, Tenn.
A member of New ProAlso surviving are two
sisters, Lounelle Ross, vidence Church of Christ,
Benton, and Lorene Hen- he was self-employed
son, Rt. 4, Benton; two with a body shop.
Farmer was a member
brothers, Elroy Henson,
Benton, and Toy Ray of Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Henson, Milan, Tenn.
Three grandchildren Masons. Dee Lamb conand one great-grandchild ducted masonic rites at
the funeral home Sunday
also survive.
at 7:30 p.m.
He is survived by a
sister, Laura Keller,
Warren, Mich., and a
Elvin Moody, 62, Mur- brother, Leon Farmer,
freesboro, Tenn., died Murray.
Thursday morning at his
home.
He is survived by his
widow, Frances Moody,
Services for Mrs. Berand four children.
tie Roberts were Satur5,
Rt.
65,
Rushing,
Ray
Also surviving are
day at 12:30 p.m. in the
three brothers, Reubin died Sunday at 9:15 a.m. chapel of J. H. Churchill
Murray-Calloway
at
Moody, Mlirray, and
Funeral Home with the
Leon and Grady Moody, County Hospital.
Rev. Calvin Wilkins and
Funeral
Churchill
Max
Dover, Tenn.; two
John Dale officiating.
sisters, Gladys Rushing, Home will be in charge of
Pallbearers were Clyde
arrangements.
and
Indianapolis,
'Steel*, Hoyt Roberts,
---Dover,
Lois Rushing-,
David Rayburn, Robert
Tenn.
Bucy,'Aubrey Cook and
Services were at MurJimmy Cherry. Burial
freesboro.
Mrs. Eulala Wicker was in Kurray__Citi
Barnett,-Si, died Sunday Cemetery.
at 6:06 pm.. at...MartayMrs.
C a 11 o w "WY.
died Thursday at 6:25
Hospital.
p.m. at Murray-Calloway
Her death followed an County Hospital. Her husService‘r- for -Orris extended illness.
band, Richard R.
Milford Orr were-SaturShe is survived by her Roberts, died May 4, 1974.
day at 2 p.m. it Oak husband, Lee Roy
She was a member of
Grove Baptist Church Barnett, _a son, Steve
Grove Baptist
Elm
with the Rev. James Barnett, and a grandBorn Feb. 6,
Church.
Phelps officiating.
daughter, Stephanie 1895, in Calloway County,
Pallbearers were Barnett, all of 1314 Vine
he was the son of the late
Luther Downs, Luther
St.; two sisters, Mrs. Ted Walter and Minnie
Harris,
Calvert
Gooch,
Wilson, 204 South 13th St., Parker.
James Euel Erwin, Ken- and airs. Glen Johnston,
' Survivors include a
ny Jenkins and Danny 1110 Poplar St.
, --daughter, Faye Roberts,
Morton.
Max Churchill Funeral Rt. 3, and a son, Lubie
Burial was in the Home will be in charge of
Roberts, 201 South 12th
church cemetery with the arrangements.
St.
arrangements by Miller

Elvin Moody
dies Thursday

Ray Rushing
dies, hospital

Murray, retiring just a
few years ago.
He is survived by his
widow, Winnie Love, to
whom he had been married over 50 years; two
daughters, Joan Bowker,
1601 Richland, and Elsie
Thurman, 1101 County
Cork Dr.; a son, James
Hunter Love, Huntsville,
Ala.
Also surviving are five
grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Roberts'
rites Saturday

Mrs.Barnett
diesSunday

O.Milford Orr
dies; rites
Saturday

Funeral Home,Hazel.
Orr. 60, died Thursday
at 3 p.m. at iteterans
Hospital,- WasiMIle,
Tenn. He was a retired
farmer and a veteran of
World War II.
Born April 2, 1921, he
was the son of the late
Coy Orr and Onie Morton
Orr.
He is survived by his
widow, Hilda Jenkins
Orr; one son, Terry Orr
and his wife, Lesa,RI.4.

Lynn Ferguson
----dies; rites
Saturday

•

Services for Lynr
Ferguson were Saturday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
J. H. Churchill Funeral.
Home.
The Rev. Billy
Gallimore and the Rev.
George White officiating.
Freeman Willoughby
directed the singing with
Brenda Roberts as
organist. '
Pallbearers wiii7oey,
Steve, Ricky, Mark and
Danny Ferguson and Jeffrey Norsworthy. Burial
was in McCuiston
Cemetery.
Ferguson, 83, died
Thursday at 9:45 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. A retired
farmer he was a member
of New Mt. Carmel Bap,
tist Church.
Born June 6, 1898, he
was the son of the late
Rufus Ferguson and Sally
Grooms Ferguson. A son,
Brooks Ferguson, died in
1944.
He is survived by his
widow, Lucy Steele
Ferguson; three
daughters, Neva McKinney, College Farm Road,
Eva Farris, New Concord, and Sarah Simmons, Buchanan, Tenn.;
three sons, Beaman
Ferguson, Puryear,
Tenn., and Gregory and
Graves Ferguson, New
Concord.
Seventeen grandchildren and nine greatgrandchildren also survive.
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the year for going-out-of- ItAii$LIfessel has even
business sales," ac- heard of sales in which
FITZPATRICK Associated Press Writer cording to Edward F. merchants have passed
The message may be Hesse!, Jr., president of off specially -ordered
splashed across a full- the Better Business shipments of inferior
goods as "drastically
page newspaper ad or Bureau in Louisville.
Hessel says it's not un- reduced" sale items to
spoken in a frenzied voice
by a radio announcer: common for businesses unsuspecting customers.
Il
Jrne•
"Going out of business that have been "shaky"
Fortunately, there's a K mart
sale ... prices slashed ... for a couple of years to Kentucky state statute IvnuaII
arrange to fold during the that comes to the con- quaker fists
our loss is your gain."
33,4
'retail)
47%
It's only human to try holidays — when buying sumer's rescue in these
S Totem,
144. sac
Weedy's
and get a good deal when is at a yearly high.
12 Al
1.
EY.
IA*11
cases,says Hesse!.
Sometimes, the store
a business folds. But conThe law requires all
sumer experts warn the isn't going out of business
public to proceed with at all, but just wants to stores planning going- • $tefttelangelo, the
caution when buying at generate a panic at- out-of-business sales to Italian Renaissance
such sales.
mosphere to attract _ get a license from the Painter and sculptor, died
in 1564.
; county clerk's_ office.
"This is the hot time_g_ _layers_
tqltilersortig
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loaded with
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Hurry in for
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mentioned here.
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Big Savings on These January Bargains and Many More!!
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Portable
AM/FM
Cassette

And More

CTR-46A
by Realistic

STORE WIDE
MIR King's Ben
Bel Air Cir.
Open Sunday 1-5
Open Late Each Eve.

s200ff
Records directly from
radio or "live" with
built-in mike. AC
battery operation.
#14-839 Banefles extra

95
Reg. 69.95

Stereo Headphones

Original Weatheradio

Nova"-PRO by Realistic

By Realistic-4--

t

,I Ismommor•-r•J
4 pi
!IL .

Cut 17%

1 11

1495 17.95
Reg

CUt

410/0

18

Reg.
31.95

Great sound, great
price! Dual controls let
you adjust volume,and
balance yttst-the,pay
you want! #33-1014

Battery extra

No commercials, no interruptions, just
continuous weather info from government .VHE stations, 3" cube fits
where #12-181

•

Dealer-Nearest Yo
Check Your Phone Book for the Radio lhetek Store or
MAY VARY AT

753455r--

MANHATTEN SEDGEFIELD JORDACHE
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